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CITIZEN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF THE JUNE 28, 2017 MEETING
CALL TO ORDER
The June 28, 2017 meeting of the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study Citizen Advisory Committee was
called to order at the Kalamazoo Metro Transit at 4:05 p.m. by Chair Michele McGowen.
INTRODUCTIONS
Introductions were made by all present.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Chair Michele McGowen, Kay Chase, Linda MacDonald, Paul Sotherland, Brendan Molony
MEMBERS ABSENT
Marc Irwin
OTHERS PRESENT
Steve Stepek, Megan Arndt, Kathy Schultz
CHANGES OR ADDITIONS TO THE AGENDA - NONE
APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA
MOTION by MacDonald, SECOND by Sotherland, “to approve the June 28, 2017 agenda.” MOTION
APPROVED.
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES
Chase requested a correction on member comments “there will be 4 stakeholder meetings.” MOTION
by Chase, SECOND by MacDonald, “to approve the minutes of the March 29, 2107 Citizen Advisory
Committee as amended.” MOTION APPROVED.
CITIZEN COMMENTS
Schultz reported there is a CCTA/KCTA joint meeting on July 10th at 11:30 at Metro Transit, board is
merging to joint meetings. The second Monday of the month the two boards at one meeting time. The
Metro Transit 50th Anniversary year continues thru December. Schultz announced there will be three
new 40 foot buses to arrive in October. Rebranding effort discussions have begun, with five buses being
repainted currently. Nine new bus shelters will arrive in the next couple weeks including Burger King on
Westnedge, Centre Street and Oakland Drive and Kalsec on West Main. Schultz mentioned that some
shelters will have solar lighting and garbage cans and next year $100,000 is dedicated to shelter
upgrades. West Main construction; MDOT is updating all stops to ADA where they can, about 20-25 on
the West Main corridor. Schultz reported that after two weeks of night paving, MDOT is then moving to
Kendall all the way downtown with four railroad crossing being closed on Westnedge and Kalamazoo
Ave. Two other main streets will be closed in September for two weeks, Schultz reported that Metro
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Transit is getting information out to riders about construction detours. Stadium and 11th Street on the
south side will be getting five new bus stops; Metro Transit is working with the RCKC on a sidewalk
connection/bus pad with a shelter for those stops. Burdick and Portage Road also getting stop
improvements.
Schultz reported on the socioeconomic survey results on riders of the fixed route system. More work
trips are the trend for riders and alternative options were walking, getting a ride from someone and
bicycling. Important to note that riders are utilizing the non-motorized options in the city.
MacDonald requested an update on the bus driver in accident. Schultz reported that the driver is still in
serious condition and has been transferred to a hospital in Battle Creek. The driver lost her leg and will
be transferred to Mary Free Bed in Grand Rapids for rehabilitation. Support efforts continue from
Metro staff and there is a Go Fund Me page. Metro Transit recently promoted a new training manager
who will be looking at bus driver behavior. McGowen question about reporting a problem on the metro
transit app.
Sotherland inquired if bus drivers get training on the 5 foot passing ordinance? Schultz mentioned there
has been some memos sent regarding the ordinance.
KATS EDUCATION – STEVE STEPEK
Stepek reported on the TIP Prioritization Process: KATS is getting ready to start the process for the call
for Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) projects. KATS is the only MPO in the state that is this
thorough and goes through three months of data and prioritization. The process is very transparent and
easy to understand and gives a holistic idea of KATS area needs. Scoring, verification of scoring, peer
review of scoring, then a finalized list of projects that gets adopted. All the applications are available for
review. Call for projects occurs October through November then adoption of the program in May.
Stepek mentioned KATS is reopening the prioritization process this year. Page 4 of the document shows
how the scores are broken down. KATS recent certification review gave recommendations such as there
is no way to put a numeric value onto transit, making it difficult to compare transit projects with road
projects. As the MPO area has expanded, there are more small communities. Previous ‘14-’17 TIP
program all small agencies were awarded money but not in ‘17-’20 TIP. How do we handle small
agencies? Comparing small community road projects to larger city road projects comes with issues.
Part of the issue is meeting KATS goals and objects and the other issues is federal requirements don’t
allow sub allocating money to smaller communities. KATS is still in discussing how it the prioritization
process would look regarding small communities. KATS is looking for feedback from CAC members over
the 6-9 month process.
Sotherland inquired about putting a cap on the size of an allocation. Stepek stated that yes, projects can
only apply up to a certain amount.
Sotherland also inquired about PASER Factors; why do the points go up and then down? Stepek
responded that KATS assists in ratting five counties for road data based on the Transportation Asset
Management Council guidelines. The reason for point fluctuation is that within those ranges there is a
certain fix for a rating. Past a 3 or 4 rating requires a road reconstruct and KATS discourages that type of
costly fix, therefore, a bonus point for not building a new road. Sotherland stated that this encourages
municipalities to keep track of their roads and not let them get too bad.
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MacDonald: EJ, only recognizing a project is in a state area. Stepek: can’t show a disproportionate
negative impact. Prevents areas from getting underserved.
McGowen: local MPO sets the points. For smaller communities, drop the AADT values based on
population and economic development.
Molony: AADT put that value towards roads that have public transit on it to put money towards projects
that are assisting public transit.
Linda: also tie to economic development and planning so small communities plan for public transit.
Molony: encourage citizens to fill something out about what projects they would like to see and would
help with KATS engagement, hard because the cap is so stringent. A 5 minute form about the projects
citizens would like to have.
Stepek: City of Kalamazoo held 3 open houses about what projects they were going to apply for and had
the projects mapped and asked citizens what projects they would like to see.
Molony: points for community engagement and gives citizens more of a voice.
Linda; based on the City of Kalamazoo’s recent public engagement, is there a way for KATS to encourage
other agencies to apply a similar approach. Stepek: there is verbal encouragement.
Paul: allocating points available for what you have weighted towards PASER and condition.
Molony: engagement around businesses and trucking companies.
Linda: moving around some of the numbers in the categories then there is more room to play with.
Stepek: federal requirement for performance measures. KATS required to support states efforts but the
state doesn’t not have performance measures set at the moment. KATS will have to factor that in over
the next 6 months, by May.
Michele: citizen comments a federal requirement? Stepek: no
Molony: how does it work for transit wanting to purchase a bus? Steve, they fill out a similar form but
typically transit doesn’t ask for money until there is funding left over that is yet to be allocated.
KATS PEDESTRIAN, GREENWAY AND TRANSIT PLAN UPDATE – STEVE STEPEK
Technical Memo 2 is included in the packets. Stepek reported that Technical Memo 3 was just finalized
this week and really shows prioritization. We have a transit system and how do we connect nonmotorized to transit? Looking at a regional wide implementation. In the final plan/draft stage. Visit
KATSmoves.org for the latest documents.
Sotherland noted a broken link on page 18 of the memo.
2017 PROJECT UPDATES
Stepek mentioned at the end of the handout is a quick map corresponding to the projects in the TIP.
Megan is working on an online map.
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Sotherland inquired about Stadium Drive and West Main being coded in green on the map when those
road projects are not occurring this year. Stepek stated that projects undergoing preliminary stages of
construction are mapped as well. Sotherland also inquired about Portage Street being road dieted all
the way to Cork Street. Steve reported it is still up for debate. Some are pushing for it to be dieted all
the way to Cork, some say Miller.
CITIZEN COMMENTS – NONE
MEMBER COMMENTS
Chase reported the Railroad Conference is going on in Kalamazoo in the middle of August and should be
a good conference. The Midwest Rail Plan is envisioned to be a short 18 month process to basically
update the existing plan for passenger trains in the whole Midwest region. Chase has not participated
but is an interested party. Chase has also looked at the presentations online; interesting to look at the
maps and the routes being considered that weren’t in the original plan including an East Coast to West
Coast line. Chase mentioned Trump wants to seriously cut out long distance trains in the budget.
Without connections to the coast, the Midwest network would suffer. Over the past few years there
has been growing support for passenger trains.
The next meeting of the CAC will be October 4, 2017.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no other business, the June 28, 2017 Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study Citizen Advisory
Committee was adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
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WHAT IS KATS MOVES?
Like many metropolitan regions in the United States, the Kalamazoo Area
Transportation Study (KATS) Region has made advances in installing dedicated
bicycle and pedestrian facilities throughout the area and is working toward
constructing a larger network. In the Fall of 2016, KATS initiated the KATS Moves
Pedestrian, Greenways and Transit Plan to identify new linkages between the
existing transit network and the non-motorized infrastructure in the region. KATS
Moves is intended to be a continuation of the recently adopted 2045 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan and will attempt to meet the following goals:
•
•
•

Increase the transit, bicycle and pedestrian mode share through planning for
an integrated network of facilities
Identify greenway corridors that can best protect natural resources while
providing regional transportation connections
Define and prioritize greenway projects while determining their financial
feasibility

This plan lays out a prioritization and implementation guide for KATS and the
region’s municipalities to use for improving the bicycle and pedestrian network in
the region. The public will be able to use the KATS Moves plan to understand where
and when new non-motorized projects will be constructed in the future.
Currently, the Region has just over 250 miles of non-motorized facilities, many of
which are dedicated shoulders. The Region has over 70 miles of off-road, shareduse paths, like the Kalamazoo River Valley Trail (KRVT), the Eliason Nature Reserve
Trail and the trails through Portage Creek Park. Nearly 55 miles of bike lanes
currently exist in the KATS Region.

An additional 275 miles of potential new bicycle facilities have been identified
throughout the region as a part of KATS Moves. The majority of the planned
facilities in this study come in the form of shared-use paths and dedicated on-street
facilities. Shared-use paths are typically paved, oversized paths that exists off of
the street, like a trail. On-street facilities exist in the street right-of-way and are
demarcated from vehicle lanes with pant and/or additional materials like bollards.
Some of the key potential shared-use paths would extend from the ends of the
KRVT, connect the Portage Creek Greenway to Kalamazoo, connect Vicksburg to
Portage, and connect to and expand upon the KMetro transit system. If all planning
efforts come to fruition, the KATS Region could have nearly 525 miles of nonmotorized infrastructure.
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A cyclist rides along the Kalamazoo River Valley Trail near the Riverview Launch community space
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PLANNED NETWORK
AND BENEFITS
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IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
STEP 1: GREENWAY IDENTIFICATION
KATS Moves is specifically focused on identifying new non-motorized corridors
that will help connect and enhance the existing and planned bicycle, pedestrian and
transit network. The process started with the existing facility network as a base and
additional connections, both previously planned for and unplanned, were added with
the goal of creating seamless connections between the non-motorized and transit
networks. A three step process was used to identify new non-motorized facilities
and improvements; greenway identification, on-street connections, and safety
focus areas. The graphic to the right shows a simplified version of how new network
facilities were delineated.
Using the project’s goals, a framework was developed to simplify the process of
identifying greenways and non-motorized facilities. Since the study encompasses
a large geographic area, it was important to keep recommendations high level and
focus more on regional needs. The first step was to identify corridors where true
greenways or shared use paths would be appropriate and connect them to the
existing non-motorized and transit network, creating a base network that allows for
longer, safer, and more comfortable trips. On-street facilities were identified next
and used to fill in shorter gaps in the network.
Finally, areas with high amounts of bicycle and pedestrian crashes were located
and specific improvements were recommended for these “Safety Focus Areas.”
Discussion of the areas identified and detailed recommendations for each Safety
Focus Area are located in this document starting on page 9.

• Connect greenways to transit
• Increase access to community destinations
• Extend regional greenway connections
• Utilize public assets for greenways
• Preserve and protect natural resources
• Provide comfortable facilities for all users
• Encourage bike commuting
• Connect dense areas to transit and greenways

STEP 2: ON-STREET CONNECTIONS
• Extend regional greenway connections
• Utilize public assets for greenways
• Use local streets and dedicated facilities
• Provide comfortable facilities for all users
• Enhance bike/ped facilities at bus stops

KATS Moves Project Goals
•
•
•

Integrate non-motorized and transit networks to increase the share of trips
made by these modes within the KATS planning area
Identify new corridors for greenways and other non-motorized facilities

Define and prioritize future non-motorized projects to maximize positive
regional impact
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STEP 3: SAFETY FOCUS AREAS
• Address areas with safety issues
• Promote safety on all streets
• Improve safety in high-crash areas
• Provide safe facilities for all users
• Encourage bike commuting
• Promote dedicated bike facilities
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Top Priorities

Survey Results »

Make use of existing public right of way and public lands

7

Enhance and promote planned development

Bikeability

Transit

1. Health, safety, and security

1. Effective connections to destinations

2. Easy access to locations

2. Effective connections to destinations

2. Reliability and consistency

3. Effective connections to destinations

3. Easy access to locations

3. Health, safety, and security

Primary reason you would...
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bicycle and transit facilities
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E G AVE

48%
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Health and exercise

38% of respondents 37% of respondents 20% of respondents 27% of respondents
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on a daily basis
at least a few times transit at least once multiple modes at
a week
every few weeks
least once every
few weeks

38%

19%

agree with the above
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agree with the above
statement

Take Transit

1%

“Safe walking conditions
leading to and from transit
stops.”

“Safe biking conditions leading
to and from transit stops.”

E G AVE

Recreation

of respondents agree all local
roads, to the greatest extent
possible, should be designed to
provide safe access for biking
and walking

88%
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The stats above are the results of a survey taken by public meeting attendees and visitors to the project website

SCHOOLCRAFT
TOWNSHIP

E MILHAM AVE

Connection between Mattawan and
Lawton

SCHOOLCRAFT
PRAIRIE RONDE TOWNSHIP

VICKSBURG

5

Miles

KATS PEDESTRIAN, GREENWAY
AND TRANSIT PLAN
Potential New Non-Motorized Facilities

WMU trails should be able to be used
by all; WMU police issue trespass
warnings to non-students
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Connect to highly utilized transit stops

6

1. Health, safety, and security

ES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lotta Jarnefelt - Kalamazoo County
Planning
Larry Nielsen - Village of Paw Paw
Kathy Schultz - KMetro
Sean McBride - KMetro
Karen High - Oshtemo Township
Steve Stepek - KATS
Ryan Minkus - Kalamazoo County
Road Commission

Serve areas of high population density

5

Walkability

80%

AG
RT

•

“Coordination between cities,
villages, and townships with nonmotorized facilities.”

PO

•

Bill Rose - Kalamazoo Nature Center
Chris Barnes - City of Portage
Jason Latham - MDOT
Denise Smith - MDOT
Rebekah Kik - City of Kalamazoo
Jim Hoekstra - City of Kalamazoo
Andrew Haan - Downtown Kalamazoo
Inc.
David Rachowicz - Kalamazoo County
Parks

3

4

understanding attitudes and trends of the community

“Improved connections to
regional trails or regional
parks.”

N 12TH ST

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

Provide equitable access to
low income and minority
communities as well as
seniors and children

Top 3 concerns regarding...

W MAIN ST

KATS Moves also had strong support from community stakeholders in the form
of the Project Steering Committee. The members of the Steering Committee
helped review project recommendations, offered guidance on technical
deliverables, and served as a liaison between the project team and the various
communities and organizations involved. The Steering Committee included the
following members:

Connect to major
employment
centers and regional
destinations

What opportunities exist for improving
connections in the Kalamazoo metro region?

A follow up public meeting took place on April 24th, 2017 at Kalamazoo College.
This meeting was used to present the initial findings of the identification process
and attendees were asked to identify any corridors that were missed in the initial
brainstorming session. Meeting attendees were also asked about how to improve
connections between modes of travel, which projects should be implemented first,
and which “Safety Focus Areas” should be prioritized.
Overall, 65 people attended the public meetings and nearly 520 people interacted
with the project using the online engagement too, Community Remarks. The project
website and Facebook page also had good engagement. The comments and
feedback received from the public was incorporated into the final recommendations
for the KATS Moves Plan.

Address
areas with
safety
issues

1

KATS Moves incorporated two rounds of in-person public involvement and
ongoing online public engagement to better understand the needs of citizens
in the KMetro region. The first of the public meetings was held on February 7th,
2017 at the Kalamazoo Metro Transit offices in Downtown Kalamazoo. 48 People
attended the meeting and voiced their opinion about their preference for specific
bicycle infrastructure, where they live, work, and travel each day, their top priorities
for future investments, and their concerns regarding walkability, bikeability, and
transit ridership in the KATS Region. The results from this meeting were used to
help develop the goals and objectives for the project, which helped determine the
potential new greenways and on-street facilities that are presented.

» identifying priorities for future non-motorized investments

Legend

Proposed
Existing

Other

Greenways and Shared Use Paths
Standard Bike Lanes

Use trails at Spring Valley Park to
avoid Gull Road

Proposed Bike Boulevard
Proposed Buffered Bike Lane
Proposed New Protected Bike Lane

Sharrows on Gull Road/M-43
is a death sentence

Upgrade or remove all existing
sharrows; no new sharrows

The map above shows the results of the mapping activity during the second phase of public involvement

Enforcement and education needed
for on-going implementation

4

GREENWAY NETWORK
A number of new potential greenways had already been identified in
the KATS 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP), as well as in
many of the local planning documents. An initial set of greenways was
identified in a series of brainstorming sessions with the project team
as logical connections or extensions from the existing network. The
identification process yielded a number of new corridors, independent
of previous plans, which provide additional mobility options for bicyclists
and pedestrians. These facilities use a variety of different land, including
public green space, road right-of-way, utility easements, and large private
parcels. Those facilities that provided a necessary connection but faced
obvious obstacles to implementation due to a lack of available space or
that could function as an on-street facility were considered in the next
step. The project advisory committee and the public also suggested
specific projects that were missed in the initial brainstorming process.
The potential new greenways identified here are conceptual and represent
a corridor level view of potential bicycle and pedestrian facilities (precise
routing is not determined). These newly identified projects fill in gaps
between existing greenways and link to the transit system and may have
not been identified previously. These facilities were developed using the
public’s input and have not been evaluated for technical feasibility or
potential installation. Those not identified in an existing plan would be
subject to additional technical and fiscal review and approval by the local
jurisdiction(s).
A full list of the identified greenways can be found in Appendix A.

The existing KRVT greenway in northwest Kalamazoo

The potential new greenways stretch throughout the KATS Region and provide connections to the denser areas of the region
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ON-STREET NETWORK
Not all of the goals of KATS Moves can be accomplished exclusively with
greenways and trail facilities, especially in the more densely populated
areas of the KATS region. These areas lack contiguous open spaces that
are needed for dedicated, off-street non-motorized infrastructure. In most
cases, there is less road right-of-way and buildings are spaced closer
together. This makes installing a greenway more difficult. Many of the
on-street connections identified take advantage of low traffic corridors
to provide connections within the network using bike boulevards and
standard bike lanes. Along busier, more stressful roads, buffered and
protected facilities are recommended.
The facilities shown at right are the on-street bike facilities identified
by this process and build on previous planning work. About half of
the projects had been identified in various plans by KATS and other
municipalities in the region, while the remainder came out of the
identification and input process. Some of the previously planned bike
lanes may benefit from additional protection when implemented (adding a
buffer zone or protection) based on the stress level of the street.
The new potential facilities range in intensity from signed bike boulevards
on neighborhood streets to protected bike lanes on busy arterial roads,
and results in varying cost levels for implementation. Connections using
signed routes through neighborhood streets are inexpensive and easier
to implement. Traditional and buffered bike lanes require only paint and
excess road space and are fairly inexpensive. Protected bike lanes require
the most road space, and in many cases have design and infrastructure
components associated with them. These are the most expensive but can
still be implemented for less than a traditional shared use path.
The potential on-street facilities identified are conceptual and represent
a corridor level view of bicycle and pedestrian facilities. These projects
fill in gaps between the greenway network and the transit system and
may have not been identified previously. The facilities not identified in a
previous planning study were developed using the public’s input and have
not been evaluated for technical feasibility or potential installation. Those
not identified in an existing plan would be subject to additional technical
and fiscal review and approval by the local jurisdiction(s).
The complete list of identified on-street facilities can be found in
Appendix B.
The potential new on-street facilities provide connections between the existing and planned greenway network
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In order to further increase the connectivity between the bicyclists, pedestrians,
and transit riders, KATS and KMetro should work to install wayfinding signage at the
intersection points of trails/on-street bike facilities and high ridership bus routes
to direct users to destinations in the area. These signs can also alert cyclists and
pedestrians to nearby bus stops. Bicycle racks, bike storage lockers, and repair
stands can be installed at specific transit stops to encourage trip-making via both
modes. A new system map should also be created showing the KMetro transit
system with the non-motorized network. As new projects are constructed, they
should be added to the system map to alert users to the changes.
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8TH

Better integrating the non-motorized and transit network serves a number of
purposes. First, it creates additional and more comfortable last mile connections
for KMetro riders. The addition of the proposed facilities will create more routes to
and from transit stops for a greater share of the regional population. Creating more
connections between the transit network and non-motorized networks may also
encourage residents to commute via an alternative travel mode. A bike commuter
may choose to use the bus for part of their trip or a bus rider might try their bike for
a quicker trip to their final destination. The integration of the two networks will help
users of both modes feel more comfortable and will give commuters additional
options when traveling to and from work.
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An overarching goals of the KATS Moves project was to better connect and
integrate the transit system with the non-motorized network. Currently there is
little overlap between the two networks and last mile connections can be difficult
for riders on foot or on bikes, especially near the outskirts of the KMetro service
area. Many of the proposed non-motorized facilities connect to the nearest transit
route while also connecting transit routes to each other. As a result of this plan, all
of the high ridership routes (those serving over 175,000 annual riders) and 90% of
the high ridership transit stops would be connected to one or more non-motorized
facility.
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TRANSIT & NON-MOTORIZED
CONNECTIVITY

Proposed
Existing

Greenways and Shared Use Paths
Standard Bike Lanes
Proposed Bike Boulevard
Proposed Buffered Bike Lane
Proposed New Protected Bike Lane
KMetro Routes
Top 30 Transit Stops

7

POSITIVE CHANGES TO
THE REGION
The result of identifying new potential non-motorized facilities in the KATS Region
is that many more residents will be able to easily access the Region’s greenways
and bike lanes when implemented. Currently, less than half of the residents and
jobs are located near a greenway or an on-street bicycle facility. If all of the projects
identified in the KATS Moves study are implemented, these figures are set to
increase dramatically. The number of jobs within 1/4 mile of an on-street bicycle
facility, for example, would more than double.
These data points show that the facilities recommended by this study will have
a positive benefit to the entire region and most residents of the KATS Region will
see a new non-motorized facility near their home or work, if all are implemented.
The region will be able to boast, following full implementation of the plan, that the
majority of people in the region live within a 5 minute bike ride of a dedicated nonmotorized facility.
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L - Westnedge Avenue & Romence
Road

A more detailed analysis of the Safety Focus Areas can be found in Tech Memo 3.
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OSHTEMO
TOWNSHIP

J - 9th Street & I-94

The majority of pedestrian crashes, 68%, occurred in the City of Kalamazoo
followed by the City of Portage at 8% and Kalamazoo Township at 6%. The
remaining municipalities each account for fewer than 4% of region-wide bicyclist
crashes. The majority crashes occurred on smaller, lower speed roads (67%) with
posted speed limits of 25-35 mph (73%) and bi-directional traffic. The profile of
where crashes occur is likely correlated to pedestrian decisions to travel on these
streets, as well as the greater variety of local trips completed by walking.

MICHIGAN

AN
HIG
MIC

DRAKE

I - Riverview Drive & Michigan
Avenue

The vast majority of bicyclist crashes, 63%, occurred in the City of Kalamazoo
followed by the City of Portage at 15% and Kalamazoo Township with 8%. The
remaining municipalities each account for fewer than 3% of region-wide bicyclist
crashes. Most crashes occurred on smaller, lower speed roads (68%) with posted
speed limits of 25-35 mph and bi-directional traffic. The profile of where crashes
occur is likely correlated to cyclist decisions to travel on these streets.
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B - Michigan Avenue & Howard
Street
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A - Michigan Avenue & Drake Road
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Pedestrian and bicyclist crash data was obtained through the Michigan Traffic
Crash Facts website, which aggregates and hosts detailed data about reported
crashes. This data was compiled and mapped to locate the densest areas of crash
activity. The densest sites became “Safety Focus Areas” and are listed below:

ALAMO TOWNSHIP

EW
RIVERVI

Advancing projects that improve existing safety issues emerged as the highest
priority from the initial public engagement efforts for this study, and while
completing a network of trail and shared-use paths would provide safer options
for many, they will not necessarily improve safety in the high-activity, highincident zones that currently exist. Bicycle and pedestrian crash patterns were
reviewed for the years 2010 – 2015, and the resulting trends show pockets of
high crash locations throughout the KATS Region that deserve priority for facility
improvements.

G
UL
L

SAFETY FOCUS AREAS

High crash areas tend to be located in areas where cycling and walking are more popular, like Downtown Kalamazoo
and near Western Michigan University

10

1. Intersection Treatments and Design

2. Crossing Areas

Curb radius reduction is a common recommendation to slow traffic
approaches and turns Source: Michael Hintze; Michele Weisbart

A marked crosswalk with a yield sign and refuge island (left); a raised
pedestrian crossing (right) Source: pedbikesafe.org

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

4. Roadway Design

Trees and furnishing enhances walking environment (left); landscaping buffer and complete sidewalk (right) Source: La Citta Vita-Flickr; Gina Coffman

An improved driveway (left); example driveway access management
(right) Source: Dan Burden; Living Streets-Michele Weisbart

Marked bicycle conflicts at intersections (left); Rectangular rapid flashing
beacon (right) . Source: http://sf.streetsblog.org; Steven Vance-Flickr

Mini-roundabout (left); Gateway treatment to neighborhood calms
traffic (right) Source: NACTO; Dan Burden

7. Shared Roadway Treatments

8. Transit Access

School zone improvements (left); Railroad crossing improvements
(right) Source: Donald Lee Pardue; Michael Hintze

Appropriate crosswalk placement behind bus stop (left);
bus bulb (right) Source: pedbikesafe.org; Michael Hintze

SAFETY COUNTERMEASURES
Safety countermeasures were adapted into eight categories from the Federal
Highway Administration’s (FHWA) “Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Guide and
Countermeasure Selection System”1, as well as the National Association of City
Transportation Officials’ “Urban Street Design Guide”2. Other sources were also
consulted, such as the Institute of Transportation Engineers “Designing Walkable
Urban Thoroughfares” guide.
The effectiveness of each countermeasure on bicycle and pedestrian crashes
and safety has been documented in two separate reports: “Evaluation of BicycleRelated Roadway Measures: A Summary of Available Research3” and “Evaluation of
Pedestrian-Related Roadway Measures: A Summary of Available Research”, both
from the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center.
FHWA countermeasures for bicycles fall into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared Roadway
On-Road Bike Facilities
Intersection Treatments
Maintenance
Traffic Calming
Trails and Shared-Use Paths
Markings, Signs, Signals
Other Measures

5. Markings, Signs and Signals

6. Traffic Calming

FHWA countermeasures for pedestrian fall into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Along the Roadway
At Crossing Locations
Transit
Roadway Design
Intersection Design
Traffic Calming
Traffic Management
Signals and Signs
Other Measures

The countermeasure categories for both bicycles and pedestrians were combined
into the eight categories at right. The Safety Focus Area maps in the following
pages demonstrate site-specific applications of the suggested counter-measures
that address crash trends over the six year period.
1
2
3

http://pedbikesafe.org
https://nacto.org
http://www.pedbikeinfo.org
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FOCUS AREA
MICHIGAN & DRAKE
Emaj

KL

1,7

3 16

2,5
2. Increase crossing visibility,
decrease crossing distances or
consider crossing island; enhance
RR crossing infrastructure
5. Increase pedestrian signals and
lighting

MICHIGAN
2,5

2. Increase crossing visibility, decrease crossing
distances or consider crossing island
5. Increase pedestrian signals and lighting,
consider Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon or
similar treatment

n

iga

ch
Mi

F

Jack Pine

DRAKE

Increasing safety at crossing areas and
near driveways and curbs is important in
this area, as well as some traffic calming
along Route 3 near Lilac Street.

1. Reduce curb radii, increase crosswalk visibility
7. Improve driveway safety

Pine Terrace

3 16

ean

1,3,7
1. Reduce curb radii, increase
crosswalk visibility
3. Complete sidewalk network
7. Improve driveway safety

M

Lilac

AN

IG

H

IC

Countermeasures Key

3

3

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas

Ridgeway

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

0

4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming
7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access

2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
9
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal
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F

Safety Countermeasures
Top 25 Bus Stop by Activity
Other Bus Stops

3

Seneca

Crashes occurred on wider streets (four or
five lanes) where crossing distances are
roughly between 60 and 85 feet. Annual
Average Daily Traffic (AADT) along W.
Michigan Avenue east of Drake Road in this
area remained steady at about 24,000. The
continuation of Michigan Avenue onto KL
Avenue changed slightly, from 14,500 to
24,000. S. Drake Road AADT levels remained
steady, at around 27,000. The speed limit in
the focus area generally ranges from 35 to
45 mph.

Improvements to this area include
completing pedestrian facilities along
Drake Road with a Shared Use Path,
buffering the existing bike lane on KL/
Michigan for better bicyclist visibility and
introducing new shared use paths on KL
west of Drake and south of Michigan on
an old rail route.

Little

15 total crashes occurred in this area
between 2010 and 2015. Incapacitating and
fatal incidents only affected pedestrians,
with four of these of crashes, versus zero
severe crashes for bicyclists. However,
bicyclists were most affected by intersection
crashes (5) compared with pedestrians
(3). Over half of all crashes occurred near
intersections.

Safety Improvements

Legend

Crash Characteristics

KMetro Routes
Planned Shared Use Path
Proposed Buffered Bike Lane
Existing Bike Lane

0.125

0.25
Miles

Michigan and Drake
Safety Focus Area
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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FOCUS AREA
MICHIGAN & HOWARD

1,8

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

8. Transit Access

Legend

4. Roadway Design

7. Shared Roadway Treatments

N

2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
9
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
3
Incapacitating
Fatal
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Bus Stops

Lafayette

Euclid

Farrell

Greenwood

Westfall

Kimbark

2,3,8

KMetro Routes

4.5
4. Consolidate driveway
access and make safety
improvements from
Farrell/Euclid to Howard
along Michigan
5. Review
non-motorized crossing
timing for adequacy and
consider turn controls in
vicinity of Howard

Redwood

21

Safety Countermeasures

21

2,3,5,8

2. Increase crossing visibility
3. Complete and enhance existing
sidewalk network, including connections
to area residential buildings
8. Review access to transit stops from all
directions for safety, as well as stop
visibility and amenities

2. Crossing Areas

6. Traffic Calming

3 16

IGA

H
MIC

Kenbrooke

ter

cas

Countermeasures Key

5. Markings, Signs and Signals

Dobbin

Bo

sw

Donnegal

1. Reduce curb radii, increase
crosswalk visibility
8. Review access to transit stops
from all directions for safety, as well
as stop visibility and amenities

Westmoreland

ell

ury

California

leb

Westbrook
Fraternity Village

dd

1,2,3,6,8

Weaver

Berkshire
Mi

Saint Antoine

Eldridge

Treatments to improve safety near
driveways, especially near Howard and
Michigan are recommended. Other
recommendations include safe access
to transit stops, improvements in
residential areas along Route 21 south
of Michigan and signal timing and safety
at crossing areas.

21
3 16

1. Reduce curb radii for streets approaching Michigan, and increase
crosswalk visibility at approaches
2. Increase crossing visibility; consider midblock pedestrian crossing
with island refuge at California
3. Complete and enhance existing sidewalk, especially connections
Dublin to residential areas north and south of Michigan
6. Calm traffic and buffer pedestrians with planting strips, trees or
similar between sidewalk and roadway
8. Review access to transit stops from all directions for safety, as
well as stop visibility and amenities

HOWARD

n
to

Improvements to this area include
buffering the existing bike lane on
Michigan for better bicyclist visibility and
introducing new shared use paths from
Howard to the north side of Michigan
along Routes 3, 16 and 21.

Lan

Crashes occurred on streets with between
two and five lanes. Michigan at the
west approach to the Howard/Michigan
intersection is six lanes across. East of
Howard Street, Michigan Avenue is five lanes
with a median. Howard Street ranges from
five to six lanes across the intersection.
Crossing distances at this intersection
range from 85 feet to over 100 feet. AADT
was lowest on Howard north of Michigan, at
roughly 13,000. South of Michigan Avenue
the Howard Street AADT was 22,000.
Michigan Avenue AADT remained steady
at just under 24,000. A small segment of
Michigan near the west approach to the
intersection with Howard was 22,000. The
speed limit in the focus area is generally 35
mph.

Hylle

ng
rri

40 total crashes occurred in this section
over the study period. 29 of the 40
crashes were pedestrian related and six
incapacitating crashes in this area were also
pedestrian related, though there were no
fatalities. Intersection crashes accounted
for 55% of all incidents, and equally affected
bicyclists (11) and pedestrians (11).

Safety Improvements

Ba

Crash Characteristics

0

Proposed Bike Boulevard
Planned Shared Use Path
Proposed Buffered Bike Lane
Existing Bike Lane

2. Increase crossing visibility and street
lighting along transit route
21 3. Extend sidewalk network to this
area, especially along Redwood and
Greenwood
5. Consider all-way stop or addition of
east-west “Yield” signs at intersection
of Redwood and Greenwood
8. Review access to transit stops on
Greenwood from all directions for
safety, as well as stop visibility and
amenities

0.125

0.25
Miles

Michigan and Howard
Safety Focus Area
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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FOCUS AREA
PATERSON & BURDICK
13
1

2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal

F

Lulu

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA

Prouty

Clay

Bosker

1,2,6,8

Bessie

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming
7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access
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William

Elizabeth

PATERSON

1 + 2. Reduce curb radii, increase crosswalk visibility
15
4. Continue consistent roadway striping south of
Paterson along Park to encourage predictable driver
behavior
1,2,4,5,8
5. Consider more visible pedestrian signage for
motorists at Paterson and Park
8. Review access to transit stops from all directions
for safety, as well as stop visibility and amenities

Mabel

1,2,6,8

Norway

0

6

F

ROSE

2. Crossing Areas

15
Church

1. Intersection Treatments and Design

Harding
Holland

Countermeasures Key

1. Reduce curb radii
2. Increase crosswalk
visibility
6. Consider traffic
calming measures on
residential streets with
crashes
8. Review access to
transit stops from all
directions for safety, as
well as stop visibility
and amenities

Bush

Roberson

0.125

Edwards

Prouty

Rose

Existing
Shared Use Path
faith
Inter

WESTNEDGE

Planned Bike Lane

Martin

Rose

15

Other Bus Stops

BURDICK

Top 25 Bus Stop by Activity

Edwards

Krom

US

Hopkins

KMetro Routes

Hopkins

Union

F

Safety Countermeasures

PARK

3

Herbert

Princeton

9

Westnedge

Legend

Dunkley

BU
S

Safety improvements in this area
include predictable striping on Park
Street south of Paterson, safe access to
transit stops and traffic calming moving
north on Burdick in residential areas.
Reducing curb radii is recommended
throughout.

Dunkley

S

Paterson and Burdick
Dunkley
Safety Focus Area

Cobb

The street with the most crashes, Paterson
Road, is a bi-directional two lane road
ranging from 35 to 50 feet in width. Most
other streets are bi-directional and do not
have striped lanes. These latter streets
measure around 25 feet from curb to curb.
AADT for Paterson, Westnedge and Park
ranged from 6,000 on Paterson to just over
10,500 on Westnedge Avenue and Park
Street south of Paterson Road. AADT on
Westnedge and Park north of Paterson was
in the 6,000-7,000 range. Speed limits in the
area generally range from 25 mph (Paterson)
to 35 mph (N. Westnedge).

Bike Lanes are proposed to improve
bicyclist visibility and safety along
Paterson and Burdick, connecting to the
nearby Kalamazoo River Valley Trail.

Woodward

The 21 total crashes reveal that bicyclists
(9 crashes, 3 severe) and pedestrians (12
crashes, 2 severe) appear to be equally
affected in the area. Just under half of
crashes were intersection related. 13
crashes were spread out along smaller
neighborhood streets in the area, such as
Lulu, Prouty and Norway.

Safety Improvements

Staples

Crash Characteristics

0.25

ParsonsMiles
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FOCUS AREA
DOWNTOWN KALAMAZOO
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Church
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Henrietta
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Rose

Houston

Proposed Protected Bike Lane
Proposed/Existing Shared Use Path
Heilman Bike Lane
Proposed Buffered
Proposed/Existing Bike Lane
Boerman

Van Vranken

Safety Countermeasures
Ranney
KMetro Routes
Top 25 Bus Stop by Activity
Other Bus Stops

Parkway

Burdick

ROSE
PARK

VINE

W
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O

Wilrad

John

F

Kalamazoo Mall

Devisser

Saint John

Potter

Locust

Pearl

8
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Edwards

BURDICK

ROSE

Church

Cooley

Old Orchard

Allen

WESTNEDGE

Greenwich

Elm
Davis

2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
Austin
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Village
Incapacitating
GrantFatal

Burr Oak

8. Transit Access

0.25
Miles

Osborne

7. Shared Roadway Treatments

Vine

0.125

Dutton

N

CR

ton

O
Downtown
Kalamazoo
CR
Safety Focus Area
Walter

6. Traffic Calming

0

Oak

5. Markings, Signs and Signals

Walwood

Duffield

d

2n

rd
lla
Mi

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

Burnham

R

2. Crossing Areas

ut

ln
Wa

HE

1. Intersection Treatments and Design

TC

Countermeasures Key

Cedar

on

bs

Gi

PI

1,2,4,5
1. Modify intersection to reduce turning radii
2. Upgrade crosswalk markings and add
curb extensions to reduce crossing distance
Normallanes, consolidate
4. Narrow or reduce
driveway access and make safety
improvementsWalnut
5. Consider rectangular rapid flash beacons
and right-turn on red restrictions
Hoffman

R

LOVELL
Bellevue

4. Roadway Design

SOUTH

1,2,4,5,6

1. Consider reconfiguration of
intersection at Harrison and
Michigan to safely connect
bicyclists and pedestrians
2. Develop crossing
infrastructure or signals to
facilitate safe crossings of
Kalamazoo and Michigan in this
area
4. Narrow or reduce lanes,
consolidate driveway access and
make safety improvements
5. Reduce dedicated turn lanes
and movements along Michigan
6. Create gateway or other
treatments to reduce speed
entering downtown on Michigan

HE

n

ai

M

1,2,4,5

1. Reduce turning radii
2. Upgrade crosswalk markings and add
D
curb extensions to reduce crossing distance
N
A
Academy
L 4. Narrow or reduce lanes on Michigan
K
5. Introduce pedestrian-activated crossing
OA
signals, consider rectangular rapid flash
beacons and right-turn on red restrictions

TC

New facilities are suggested on the
north-south streets of Westnedge, Park,
Burdick, Edwards and Pitcher/Portage
Creek, and on the east-west streets
of Lovell, South, Main, Michigan and
Kalamazoo.

e

Cr

F

AN

G
HI

1,2,4,5,6
C
MI
1. Reduce turning radii and more clearly
mark intersection
ing markings and add
Water 2. Upgrade crosswalk
Inl
curb extensions to reduce crossing
distance, consider raised
s pedestrian
te
crossings on Pitcher
Ba
4. Narrow or reduce lanes on
Exchange
Kalamazoo, potentially reduce lanes on
Pitcher
PO
5. Consider rectangular R
rapid flash
beacons and right-turn onTred
AGrestrictions
6. Introduce traffic calming measures
on
E
Water and Pitcher
1,2,4,5,6
1. Reduce turning radii
2. Upgrade crosswalk markings and add
curb extensions to reduce crossing distance,
consider raised pedestrian crossings and
refuge islands on Rose
4. Narrow lanes on South
5. Consider rectangular rapid flash beacons
Gladys
and right-turn on red restrictions
6. Add speed tables or other traffic calming
devices approaching
intersection of Rose
WALNUT
and South

BURDICK

Elmwood

Woodward

MAIN

ek

M

Harrison

NG

Eleanor

Harrison

KI

Ferris

F

Harkins

Harkins

PI

Crossing distances, lane counts and speed
limits vary widely throughout the downtown.
AADT ranges from 1,500 to over 36,000.

KALAMAZOO

Areas suggested for priority
improvement within downtown
are shown at right, and potential
treatments to consider include slowing
cars through curb radius reduction,
upgrading crosswalk visibility through
road markings, curb extensions and
signage or right-turn on red restrictions.

1. Reduce turning radii
Harkins
2. Upgrade crosswalk markings and
add
curb extensions to reduce crossing distance
Willard
4. Narrow or reduce lanes on Kalamazoo
and/or Rose
5. Introduce pedestrian-activated crossing 1,2,4,5,8
signals with count-down timers, consider
rectangular rapid flash beacons and
right-turn on red restrictions
AL access to transit center, reduce
8. Improve
K
I
r
Eleano
on-site
vehicular
conflict
H pedestrian and
ICpoints

DS

There are currently studies underway by the
City of Kalamazoo and Michigan Department
of Transportation that could potentially
change the network of one-way streets
traveling through the downtown, and safety
improvements for major intersections could
be given priority in those efforts.

Downtown covers a large and
diverse geography, however several
intersections and portions of roadway
stand out as requiring near term
attention.

RANSOM

R
WA

In an area this large and varied, a variety of
remedies to the safety issues are needed to
reduce crashes, including dedicated bicycle
facilities and upgraded pedestrian facilities.
At the same time, there appears to be a
correlation between bicycle / pedestrian
crashes (especially incapacitating and fatal
ones) and intersections with major one-way
streets (Kalamazoo, Michigan, Westnedge,
Park, South, Lovell). These are also streets
that carry most of the traffic and have higher
speeds.

Ransom

ED

Nearly 100 bicycle and pedestrian
crash incidents have occurred in the
Downtown area between 2010 and 2015,
with the significant majority occurring
at intersections. Most of the major
intersections downtown have had at least
one crash incident over the past six years.

Safety Improvements

Legend

Crash Characteristics

Jackson

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org,
KATS,
Hoek
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWACarr
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Bellevue
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Maple
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Emerson

1. Reduce curb radii
2. Increase crosswalk visibility;
consider pedestrian refuge at
Crosstown and Park
4. Consolidate driveway access
and make safety improvements
8. Review access to transit stops
from all directions for safety, as
well as stop visibility and
amenities

F

HOWARD

Maple
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, 12
KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal
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BALCH
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8. Transit Access

Other Bus Stops
Proposed Shared Use Path
Proposed Protected Bike Lane
Proposed Buffered Bike Lane
Proposed Bike Lane
Existing Bike Lane

Park
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7. Shared Roadway Treatments

Pioneer

Wall

Wall
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6. Traffic Calming

Top 25 Bus StopHi
byghActivity

Burr Oak

Den Adel

CROSSTOWN

5. Markings, Signs and Signals

KMetro Routes
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Houston

Forest

McCourtie

Rose

ID

4. Roadway Design

Low
Safety Countermeasures

WESTNEDGE

Short

Legend
9

1,2,4,8

Minor

1. Reduce curb radii at
approaches to Westnedge
2. Increase crosswalk
visibility; consider green
pavement at conflict points
with bicycles
4. Consolidate driveway
access and make safety
improvements
8. Review access to transit
stops from all directions for
safety, as well as stop
visibility and amenities

Ranney

Wilrad

BR

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

VINE
1

Grant

Westnedge from
Cedar to Maple
Safety Focus Area

Burnham

CK

2. Crossing Areas

Vine

Village

Wheaton

WALNUT

Dutton

4

F
1. Intersection Treatments and Design

1,2,4,8

Austin

3

Countermeasures Key

Gladys

O
ST

Safety strategies include tightening
curb radii to slow approaches at
intersections along Westnedge,
and also crosswalk and driveway
improvements. At Vine and Westnedge
traffic calming and increased pedestrian
signalization is recommended, while a
potential crossing refuge is suggested
for the intersection of Crosstown and
Park.

Cedar

Betsy Ann

Crane

Buffered bike lanes are proposed for
the main north-south thoroughfares in
this focus area, Westnedge and Park,
along with a new bike lane on Vine and
a protected bike lane on Howard near a
top 25 bus stop for the KMetro system
on Route 1.

ng

AADT through this section of S. Westnedge
is generally 15,000, with the exception of
a one block segment between Cedar and
Walnut that is just over 17,000. The speed
limit is generally 35 mph along this segment.

Safety Improvements

Lo

Westnedge is generally a three lane, oneway southbound road throughout this area.
Some sections with neighborhood retail
in the northern area of the segment have
on-street parking on one or both sides of
the street, or dedicated turn lanes; in these
sections the lane count is reduced to two.
The crossing distance is generally 40 feet
from curb to curb.

ND

In the study period, 36 crashes occurred
in this area, with severe crashes equally
affecting bicyclists (3) and pedestrians (3).
However, a majority of crashes occurred at
intersections – 72% – and these tended to
affect bicyclists (16) more than pedestrians
(10).

LA

Crash Characteristics

K
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FOCUS AREA
WESTNEDGE FROM CEDAR TO MAPLE

A
T
S

1. Reduce curb radii at
approaches to Westnedge;
consider bicycle intersection
treatments such as bike boxes
2. Increase crosswalk visibility;
consider green pavement at
conflict points with bicycles
4. Consolidate driveway access
and make safety improvements
5 + 6. Place higher visibility
crossing signals and consider
traffic calming options near Vine
and Westnedge

Pearl

M

U
DI

Belmon

Dixie

16

Sheldon

Top 25 Bus Stop by Activity

Cottage

d

Other Bus Stops
Proposed Bike Boulevard
Proposed
Bike Lane
Harrigan
Existing Bike Lane

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org,
KATS, Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI,
FHWA

LAKE

Washington

2

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas
Fair

4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
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Terrace

1. Reduce curb radii at approaches to Portage
2. Increase crosswalk visibility and consider curb
extensions to reduce crossing distances
3. Expand and upgrade sidewalks and street trees
along Portage
4. Recent lane reduction changes may reduce travel
speeds and improve safety
5. Place pedestrian-activated crossing signals with
count-down timers, consider Rectangular Rapid
Flashing Beacons

Egleston

Clinton

Hays Park

0

0.125
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March

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

8. Transit Access

STOCKBRIDGE

8
1,2,3,4,5

Countermeasures Key

March
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MILLS

2 8

Poplar

Dewey

1. Reduce curb radii at
approaches to Mills
2. Increase crosswalk visibility;
consider green pavement at
conflict points with bicycles and
curb extensions to reduce
Wells
crossing distances
4. Consider potential lane
reduction on Mills
5. Place pedestrian-activated
crossing signals with count-down
timers, consider Rectangular
Rapid Flashing Beacons, turn on
red restrictions
6. Consider speed tables or other
traffic calming devices
approaching intersection

James

E
AG
RT
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s

Collin

Race

Maywood

ge

Porta

STOCKBRIDGE

7. Shared Roadway Treatments

Myers

Garden

1,2,4,5,6

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons
may provide extra visibility near crash
hotspots along Portage and Mills.

6. Traffic Calming

Skinner

Jackson
2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal

Russell

Neumaier

KMetro Routes

Reducing intersection conflicts through
curb radius reduction, increased
striping and visibility near crossing
areas, and signalization upgrades are all
recommended.

MILLS

Sheldon
an

Proposals for facility improvements
to this area, located southeast of
Downtown Kalamazoo, include
additional bike lanes on Lake,
Stockbridge and Vine.

F

rr
Ca

Safety Countermeasures

on

Safety Improvements

wl

Portage Street and Mills Street are both four
lane roads with two lanes in each direction.
Vine Street, Lake Street and Stockbridge
Avenue are bi-directional two-lane roads.
Crossing distances range from 45 to 50 feet.
AADT values were available for Stockbridge,
Portage, Vine and a portion of Mills. Area
AADT ranged from a low of approximately
3,000 on Vine and 5,000 on Stockbridge to
a high of close to 14,500 on Portage Street.
Speed limits generally range from 25 to 35
mph.

3

Ne

35 crashes occurred in this area over
the study period, with most affecting
pedestrians (22). All incapacitating and fatal
crashes in this area involved pedestrians.
57% of crashes occurred at intersections.
Significant clusters of crashes occurred
around the junctions of Lake and Mills (9) and
Stockbridge and Portage (4). Of streets in
the area, Mills had the most crashes overall
(16), followed by Lake (13) and Portage (8).
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Crash Characteristics

Stockbridge to Vine
Safety Focus Area
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GULL AND RIVERVIEW
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Safety Countermeasures
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2. Build on
Ju recent accessible crosswalk at Shaffer and Ann
Bixy by considering mid-block crossing near Elkerton.
Increase crosswalk visibility at driveway entrances.
3. Widen and improve shared use path along Gull
5. Introduce pedestrian-activated crossing signals with
count-down timers and potential right-turn on red
restrictions
8. Provide safe crossings at Shaffer and Bixby,
5
Colegrove and/or Elkerton to improve transit access

Center

ee

8. Transit Access

9

Gordon

River

7. Shared Roadway Treatments

HUMPHREY

Gilbert

2,3

4. Roadway Design
6. Traffic Calming

Bixby

RIVERVIEW
2. Upgrade trail crossing
markings on Gull
3. Improve signage and
consider HAWK signal y
Ra
and/or rectangular rapid
flash beacons for trail
crossing

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
5. Markings, Signs and Signals

PATERSON

6

Texel
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Ampers

2. Crossing Areas

L
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1. Intersection Treatments and Design

1. Redesign complex intersection to channelize and slow
traffic entering neighborhood
2. Upgrade crosswalk markings on Humphrey, consider
pedestrian crossing of Gull with potential median crossing
island
5. Signalize roadway to accomodate safe crossing location
8. Coordinate bus stop locations with safe crossing areas

Ida

es

Countermeasures Key

ern

Simplifying and calming intersections
with Gull and enhancing pedestrian
safety near the Route 9 transit stops
is suggested for this focus area. To
reduce crossing distance across Gull,
a mid-block crossing is proposed near
Elkerton which also corresponds to a
proposed bike boulevard. Increases
visibility of crosswalks at driveway
locations using different color pavement
is also recommended.

Inv

At the junction with the River Valley
Trail, a HAWK signal or Rectangular
Rapid Flashing Beacon is suggested to
increase visibility of trail users.
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Crossing distances range from
approximately 60 to 80 feet from the
intersection with Riverview Drive to
Inverness Lane. The speed limit on Gull Road
is generally 40 mph, with two lanes in either
direction and a center turn lane. AADT in this
section of Gull ranges from roughly 16,000
to 26,000.

Adding connecting bike lanes and
bike boulevards to existing bike lanes
and the Kalamazoo River Valley Trail
is suggested for this area just east of
Downtown Kalamazoo. Along Gull, the
existing shared use path is proposed to
be widened and improved.

Colgrove

19 total crashes occurred in this stretch
between 2010 and 2015 (12 were bicycle
related and 7 were pedestrian related). All
three severe crashes along this segment
were pedestrian related (2 incapacitating;
1 fatal). Half of all crashes occurred at
intersections, affecting bicyclists (6) and
pedestrians (3). Severe crashes occurred
throughout the focus area.

Safety Improvements

Legend

Crash Characteristics

0.5
Miles

Gull and Riverview
Safety Focus Area
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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FOCUS AREA
GULL AND SPRINKLE

On Gull, improving the pedestrian
interface with driveways is suggested
by managing slip lanes and access
points and by increasing the visibility of
crosswalks by using different colored
pavement. Ensuring safe access to bus
stops by consolidating at areas of safe
crossing is also proposed.

2,3,4,5,8

L

L
GU

10

Grade Separated
Crossing

9

26TH

yle

2. Increase crosswalk visibility and consider curb
extensions to reduce crossing distances
3. Complete sidewalk network along south edge of Gull
Road, enhance shared use path continuing west into
Kalamazoo
5. Place pedestrian-activated crossing signals with
count-down timers, consider right turn restrictions at
red lights

Do

Increased crossing visibility at
intersections is suggested with
more visible markings, potential curb
extensions and signal upgrades among
others improvements.

2. Increase crosswalk visibility at intersection crossings as
well as driveway locations, consider pedestrian refuges at
side street crossings
3. Complete sidewalk network along south edge of Gull
Road, establish widened shared-use path on northern edge
4. Reduce right-turn slip lanes into businesses, consolidate
driveway access points to minimize pedestrian and bike
conflicts
5. Place pedestrian-activated crossing signals with
count-down timers, consider right turn restrictions at red
lights
8. Consolidate bus station locations at areas of safe crossing

F

1,2,3,4,5

Countermeasures Key

Legend

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas
3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming
7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access
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Gull and Sprinkle
Safety Focus Area
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Safety Countermeasures
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KMetro Routes
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Top 25 Bus Stop by Activity
Other Bus Stops
Proposed Shared Use Path
Proposed Bike Lane
Existing Bike Lane
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2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org,
Jacille
KATS, Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI,
FHWA

0.125

Oranoco

Gull Road is generally five lanes: two lanes
in either direction with a center turn lane.
Occasionally slip turn lanes widen the road
to six or seven lanes. Crossing distances
range from 70 to 90 feet. AADT on Gull
ranges from roughly 23,500 to 27,000; AADT
on Sprinkle Road ranges from almost 18,000
to almost 12,000. Area speeds range from
45 to 55 mph.

As in Focus Area 7, the existing shared
use path on Gull is proposed to be
widened and improved. A parallel shared
use path is proposed for north of Gull,
and a new bike lane is proposed on 26th
Street.

SPRINKLE

Of the six crashes occurring in the study
period, five were bicycle related. Two of the
bicycle crashes were also fatal. One fatal
crash occurred at the intersection of N.
Sprinkle and Gull Roads in 2015; the other
occurred a block southeast of Gull and Gull
Run Drive in 2013.

Safety Improvements

SPRINKLE

Crash Characteristics

0.25
Miles

19

Riverview
Safety Focus Area

Legend

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS, Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA

Adding connecting bike lanes and
bike boulevards to existing bike lanes
and the Kalamazoo River Valley Trail
is suggested for this area just east of
Downtown Kalamazoo. These facilities
include a bike lane proposed for
Michigan and for Gull (up to Riverview),
and a bike boulevard on Bridge.
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Parkway

8. Transit Access
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Cleveland
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7. Shared Roadway Treatments

MICHIGAN

Sherwood

5

1,2,4,5,6,8

4. Roadway Design
6. Traffic Calming

9

1. Review turning movements and need for existing
right-turn lanes at complex intersections, consider
possible conversion to roundabouts
2. Add safe, marked crosswalk locations across
Michigan and at intersections with Michigan and/or
Mills
4. Consider lane reduction / narrowing along streets
converging in this area
5. Introduce signage and crossing signal upgrades at
crosswalk locations
6. Consider median treatments to calm traffic and
provide pedestrian refuge
8. Consolidate bus stop locations at safe crossing
areas

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
5. Markings, Signs and Signals

Hotop

RIVERVIEW

2. Crossing Areas

ee

1. Intersection Treatments and Design

Ampers

Countermeasures Key

2,3,4,5,8

2. Add marked street crossing infrastructure in area,
potentially near Hotop
3. Complete and enhance sidewalk network along
Riverview
4. Consider lane reduction along Riverview to enhance
walkability and safety
5. Introduce signage and crossing signal upgrades at
crosswalk locations
8. Consolidate bus stop locations at safe crossing
areas

s

Safe, marked crosswalks and signage
and crossing upgrades are suggested
throughout.

LL
U
G
ve

Markings to improve street crossings
are suggested, along with a review of
turning movements, median treatments
and potential lane reduction at complex
intersections to the south of the focus
area.

Bridge

Ca

Riverview is relatively narrow, measuring
approximately 40 feet across with two lanes
in either direction. The speed limit in this
area of Riverview is generally 35 mph. AADT
values range from approximately 14,000 to
21,000.

Safety Improvements

River

Nine total crashes occurred in this stretch
between 2010 and 2015 (four bicycle
related and five pedestrian related). Of three
severe incidents, two pedestrian related
crashes were incapacitating and one bicycle
crash was fatal. Three bicycle crashes
and two pedestrian crashes occurred at
intersections.

3

2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal

Blaine

FOCUS AREA
RIVERVIEW
Crash Characteristics

Safety Countermeasures
y
KMetro Routes Ra
Bus Stops
Proposed Bike Boulevard
Proposed Bike Lane
Existing Bike Lane
Existing Shared Use Path
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Carver

FOCUS AREA
9TH AND I-94
Safety Improvements

New shared use paths are suggested
for this focus area on 9th, north of I-94
and connecting to Elm Valley Drive from
Cracker Barrel.
Safety proposals include completing
the sidewalk network and improving
biking and walking connections to
area buildings and across I-94. Other
suggestions propose increasing
visibility at intersections and addressing
safety and driveway access along 9th.

9th Street ranges from five to seven lanes
in this focus area, with widest lane counts
occurring closer to the intersection with I-94
due to additional turn lanes. AADT remains
fairly consistent at 24,000, though nearing O
Street AADT drops to 18,000 and then just
below 7,000. The speed limit along 9th street
is 45 mph.

2,3,4,8

Financial

Beatrice

9TH

Although there are sidewalks along this
stretch of road, the continuity is not carried
through evenly on both sides. Nearing
I-94, sidewalks disappear totally and are
replaced by desire paths. The sidewalks that
do exist are also frequently interrupted by
wide driveway aprons serving auto-oriented
businesses.

2. Increase crossing visibility at intersections;
introduce multi-use overpass or other access
measure to traverse north/south of I-94
3. Complete and enhance existing sidewalk
network including connections to area buildings
4. Consolidate driveway access and make
safety improvements
8. Review access to transit stops from all
directions for safety, as well as stop visibility
and amenities

I 94

9th Street and I-94
Safety Focus Area

2

Legend
8
3

Countermeasures Key

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas
3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming
7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access
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Safety Countermeasures
KMetro Routes

Cracker Barrel

Other Bus Stops
Proposed Shared Use Path
2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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11

9TH

All four crashes involved pedestrians,
including two fatal crashes and occurred in
2013. One fatal crash occurred directly at
the point of exit/entry with the freeway, while
the other fatal crash occurred between N
Street and Financial Parkway.

21

Briarcliff

Crash Characteristics

N

2,3,4,8

0.25
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Duke

1 12 13

12 13

KILGORE

Amos

I 94

2,3,4,5
2. Increase crossing visibility,
consider advance yield/stop lines,
improve lighting
3. Delineate street edge with planting
or other buffers
4. Consolidate driveway access and
make safety improvements
5. Consider higher visibility crossing
Dawnleedevice near freeway such as RRFB or
illuminated crosswalk

7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access
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26
0

Sunbright

0.125
Flamingo

1. Reduce curb radii for streets

Bostonapproaching Westnedge, and increase

crosswalk visibility at approaches
3. Delineate street edge with planting or
other buffers, ensure safe
non-motorized connections to area
buildings
Colonial 4. Consolidate driveway access and
make safety improvements
8. Review access to transit stops from
all directions for safety, as well as stop
visibility and amenities

Concord

Georgia

Ohio

Missouri

1,3,4,8

Chelsea

6. Traffic Calming

MILHAM

Iowa

5. Markings, Signs and Signals

Palm

4. Roadway Design

Dakota

3. Sidewalks and Shoulders

Nevada

2. Crossing Areas

Utah

1,3,4,6

1

1. Reduce curb radii and increase crossing visibility
for streets approaching Dakota and Idaho
3. Complete and enhance existing sidewalk, especially
between bus routes, residential areas and nearby schools
4. Consolidate driveway access and make safety
Van
improvements
Hoesen
6. Calm traffic and buffer pedestrians with planting strips,
trees or similar between sidewalk and roadway on Milham

Peachtree

1. Intersection Treatments and Design

New Hampshire

Vermont

Outer

Outer

Connecticut

Countermeasures Key
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Circlewood

Salem

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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Azalea
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2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating Trade Centre
Fatal

Plateau

Old Colony

Grosse Pointe

Wisteria

Visibility improvements, intersection
treatments and additional access to
destinations is suggested throughout.
A landscape buffer along Westnedge
could improve the pedestrian
environment and calm traffic.

Top 25 Bus Stop by Activity
Other Bus Stops
Dukeshire
Proposed
Bike Boulevard
Planned Shared Use Path
Proposed Buffered Bike Lane
Existing Bike Lane

Oregon

The AADT for S. Westnedge ranges from
a low of approximately 21,000 to a high of
nearly 42,000. AADT for Milham ranges from
approximately 11,500 to 16,000 on either
side of Westnedge. The speed limit on this
section of Milham is also 35 mph. AADT
for W. Kilgore ranges from approximately
8,500 to almost 11,000 on either side of
Westnedge.

F

nt

Crossing distances range from
approximately 60 to 90 feet, and crosswalks
are in a parallel stripe design rather than
ladder design style. Pedestrian crossing
signals are located at the intersections, but
do not offer a count-down display.

Safety Countermeasures
9
Woodheath
3
KMetro Routes

F

mo

S. Westnedge is generally a five lane
road throughout this section. Near the
intersection with I-94 the road widens further
to eight to nine lanes including turn lanes. W.
Kilgore and Milham are each five lane roads
with two lanes in each direction with center
turn lanes.

Proposals to address crashes include
new shared use path facilities on Kilgore
to connect with an existing bike lane, on
Westnedge and on the northern side of
I-94. A mid-block pedestrian crossing
and safety island at Trade Centre
Way and Westnedge Avenue is also
recommended.

Legend

Old Kilgore
2. Increase crossing visibility at
intersections with green pavement
treatment for bike facilities and advance
yield/stop lines; consider mid-block
crossing and safety island at Trade
Center Way
3. Delineate street edge with planting or
other buffers, ensure non-motorized
connections to area buildings
4. Consolidate driveway access and
make safety improvements
5. Review pedestrian signal timing for
Market
adequacy
8. Review access to transit stops from
all directions for safety, as well as stop
visibility and amenities
2,3,4,8

od
Wo

A total of 15 crashes were reported in this
area for the years studied, of which five were
incapacitating bicycle crashes and one
was an incapacitating pedestrian crash. 12
crashes involved a bicyclist and three were
pedestrian related. 10 crashes (80%) were
intersection related. Two bicycle crashes
occurred at Kilgore Road, seven occurred
near the crossing with I-94, and three
occurred at the intersection with Milham
Avenue.

Safety Improvements

1 12 13

2,3,4,5,8

ncroft

Bronson

Crash Characteristics

S. Westnedge from
Kilgore and Milham
Safety Ph
Focus
Area
or

WESTNEDGE

FOCUS AREA
S. WESTNEDGE FROM KILGORE TO MILHAM

Windsor

Miles

22

Keystone

FOCUS AREA
ROMENCE AND WESTNEDGE

The AADT for S. Westnedge within the focus
area ranges from approximately 28,000 at
the northern end to 22,100 at southern end.
AADT for Romence ranges from 15,600
west of Westnedge to14,500 on the eastern
side of the intersection. The speed limit on
this section of Romence is 35 mph west of
Westnedge and 40 mph to the east of the
intersection where the character changes to
a divided highway.

Improvements to intersections are
suggested, especially for Westnedge
and Romence and the intersection of
Westnedge with the Millennium Trail.
These include crosswalk visibility, nonmotorized signals at the trail crossing
and driveway access consolidation and
safety.

2. Increase crossing visibility at intersections,
especially along Romence
3. Complete and enhance existing sidewalk
network including connections to area buildings
4. Consolidate driveway access and make
safety improvements
5. Introduce enhanced non-motorized signals at
Romence and Garden at Westnedge
8. Review access to transit stops from all
directions for safety, as well as stop visibility
and amenities

27 26

Garden

Quail

Countermeasures Key

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas
3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
4. Roadway Design

SCHURING

Romence and Westnedge
Safety Focus Area

5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming
7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access
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Cameo

WESTNEDGE

Shared use path additions are
recommended on Westnedge and
near Crossroads Mall to connect with
existing Millennium Trail and other paths.
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Romence Road Parkway is generally a five
lane road throughout this section, changing
to a divided road for a quarter mile east of
the intersection with numerous slip turn
lanes. S. Westnedge is generally five lanes
in this section as well, widening to six lanes
on either side of the intersection. Crossing
distances range from approximately 60 to 90
feet. Intersection crosswalks are in a parallel
stripe design rather than ladder design style.
Pedestrian crossing signals are located at
the intersections, but do no offer a countdown display.

2,3,4,5,8

Safety Improvements

Sparrow Ridge

A total of 15 crashes were reported in
this section between 2010 and 2015, of
which three were incapacitating and one
was fatal. Nine crashes were between
bicyclists and motor vehicles, while six were
pedestrian related. 10 crashes, or 67%, were
intersection related. Two crashes occurred
at the Millennium Trail crossing south of
Crossroads Mall, and five crashes occurred
at the Millennium Trail crossing at Garden
Lane and S. Westnedge Avenue south of
the intersection. The Romence / Westnedge
intersection itself accounted for seven
crashes.

ROMENCE
Village Shoppes Blvd

Crash Characteristics

Admiral

9
3

Safety Countermeasures

Planned Shared Use Path

KMetro Routes

Existing Shared Use Path

Bus Stops

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data
Portal, ESRI, FHWA
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Lyon

Lincoln

A shared use path is suggested on Eliza
coming from the east up to the junction
with Grand and US 131.

2. Increase crossing visibility at intersections
4. Review driveway access and make safety
improvements
5. Introduce signage and crossing signal
upgrades at crosswalk locations, consider
pedestrian-actuated signals
6. Calm traffic by visually narrowing street with
trees along Grand

Cedar

Suggested safety measures
include improving driveway access
management, signage and signals at
crosswalks, and traffic calming along
Grand in Downtown Schoolcraft.

West

The crossing distance of N. Grand is
approximately 71 feet from curb to curb. The
street is five lanes wide: two travel lanes in
each direction in addition to a center turn
lane. The length of blocks in the section
is almost an eighth of a mile between
intersections – over 600 feet. Intersection
crosswalks are in a parallel stripe design
rather than ladder design style. Pedestrian
crossing signals are located at intersections
along N. Grand in the identified section.

Clay

Robinson

Cass

Centre

N. Grand Street
Safety Focus Area
Countermeasures Key

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas
3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming
7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access
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Legend

W

9

Safety Countermeasures

ELIZA

Planned Shared Use Path
2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal
Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA

Holmes

0

Pine

0.125

Duncan

The AADT for N. Grand in the vicinity of these
fatal crashes was approximately 24,000 in
2007. The speed limit on the roadway is 35
mph.

GRAND

Safety Improvements

2,4,5,6

Hayward

N. Grand Street is the continuation of US
131 and the main commercial street through
the Village of Schoolcraft. Two pedestrian
deaths occurred along this strip in the three
block stretch between Vienna and Eliza
Streets, one occurring in 2011 and the other
in 2012. While the crash at Vienna Street
occurred at the intersection, the crash closer
to Eliza happened mid-block.

Vienna

Centre

Crash Characteristics

Centre

FOCUS AREA
N. GRAND STREET

0.25
Miles
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The crash site Bender at Portage includes
one crosswalk in the east-west direction,
but the western terminus ends without
connecting further. The northwest and
northeast portions of the intersection do
not have curb cuts or sidewalk facilities to
allow pedestrian connection. Dorchester
and Portage, the site of another crash, is the
location of a northbound bus stop.
Portage Road ranges from 5 to 7 lanes in
this focus area, with widest lane counts
occurring closer to the intersection with I-94,
where right of way widths are just over 100
feet due to additional turn lanes. North of
I-94, roadway widths range from 45 feet to
slightly less than 60 feet. AADT remains fairly
consistent at 21,000-22,000 along Portage,
and between 6,000 and 11,000 along Kilgore
though the I-94 intersection. The speed limit
along Portage is 45 mph south of I-94 and
40 mph north of I-94.

Konkle

Portage Road at I-94
Safety Focus Area
Paddington

8

A shared use path is suggested north of
I-94, and a bike boulevard is suggested
east of Portage and north of I-94 in this
focus area.

3

Crossing improvements, including
striping, signals and co-location of bus
stops are proposed. The complexity of
I-94/Kilgore/service roads should be
addressed to reduce speeds.

Safety Countermeasures
KMetro Routes
Bus Stops
Proposed Bike Boulevard
Planned Shared Use Path

2

2010 - 2015 Crash Injury Severity
No Injury
Non-Incapacitating
Possible
Incapacitating
Fatal

A complete sidewalk network is
suggested along Portage and across
I-94.

2,3,5,8

Sources: MichiganTrafficCrashFacts.org, KATS,
Michigan Open Data Portal, ESRI, FHWA
1. Consider reconfiguration of complex
intersections at Portage to reduce speeds and
add pedestrian infrastructure, possibly consider
roundabout
2. Establish enhanced street crossing of and
along Portage
3. Create sidewalk connections along Portage
Road connecting across I-94
4. Consider a potential lane reduction along
Kilgore to accommodate bicycle
infrastructure
ore
Kilg

12

Countermeasures Key

1. Intersection Treatments and Design
2. Crossing Areas
3. Sidewalks and Shoulders
4. Roadway Design
5. Markings, Signs and Signals
6. Traffic Calming

Bender
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1,2,3,4

Dorchester

Bloomfield

Nottingham

2
KILGORE

I 94

Kilgore Road Service

1. Consider intersection configurations at
Bender and Fairview, including need for
Indian
dedicated left turns and potential for reduced
curb radii
2. Upgrade crosswalk markings and treatments
to reduce crossing distances and provide
pedestrian refuges
Bender
3. Establish sidewalk connections along
Portage and to adjacent destinations along
sidestreets
5. Add pedestrian-activated crossing signals
with count-down timers and potential right-turn
on red restrictions
Fairfield
8. Locate bus stops in accessible areas with
safe crossing infrastructure

12

1,2,3,4

7. Shared Roadway Treatments
8. Transit Access

2. Establish crosswalk at Banbury Road to
serve transit connection to apartments
3. Complete sidewalk network along Portage
Banbury
Street
5. Consider traffic signals to accommodate
safe crossing location at Banbury, including
pedestrian-activated crossing signals with
Golfview
countdown timers
8. Provide crossing opportunity to facilitate
transit access

Mayfair

Legend

Safety Improvements

Somerset

Although there are sidewalks in this area, of
road, the continuity is not carried through
evenly on all sides. Nearing I-94 on Portage,
there are no north-south pedestrian
walkways and sidewalks are replaced by
desire paths. Several locations in this area
include sidewalks that are interrupted by
wide driveway aprons.

Lakeway

Moreland

Seven crashes in this area involved
bicyclists, including four at intersections. No
bicycle crashes were incapacitating or fatal.
Six crashes in the area involved pedestrians:
one was incapacitating, another was fatal.
The fatal crash appears to have happened
within the I-94 right of way.

Lakeway

Lakeway

PORTAGE

Crash Characteristics

Moreland

Millwood

Ferndale

FOCUS AREA
PORTAGE AT I-94

Miles

0
Byrd

0.125

0.25
Miles
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PLANNED PRIORITIES
AND PHASING
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SCORING METHODOLOGY
The KATS Region has a limited amount of annual funding that can be spent on
new non-motorized infrastructure facilities. Due to the relatively small amount of
money that bicycle and pedestrian projects receive and the large footprint of the
KATS Region, a ranking system was established to prioritize the recommended
projects and ensure funds are spent efficiently. By ranking the projects, KATS staff
can determine which projects are most beneficial to the region based on the goals
and objectives of this study. Additionally, new projects identified after this study is
completed can be scored on the same scale and incorporated into the prioritization
list.
The prioritization process is based off of the scoring methodology used in the KATS
2045 MTP. However, the point totals and evaluation process uses the goals and
objectives, as well as the public’s input, specific to this study. They are focused on
four different areas of improvement:
•
•
•
•

Transit Connections - Emphasizes the recommended facility’s interaction
with the transit system

Opportunities and Needs - Rewards projects located in high density areas
and, therefore, benefiting the most people

Safety
Improvements

Appropriate
Safety Conditions
for All Users

Connects Areas
of High Population
Density

Greenway Connections - Evaluates projects based on how they enhance
the non-motorized network
Safety Improvements – Evaluates safety improvements for pedestrians
and cyclists and focuses on high crash locations.

Each goal is worth a total of either 10 or 15 points depending on its weighting.
Transit Connections and Safety Improvements are worth more total points because
they were determined to be of higher priority by the Steering Committee and public.
Each goal has two to three evaluation measures that are worth five to ten points. A
points system was developed for the evaluation measures that awards projects a
certain number of points based on various quantifiable measures.
The detailed scoring methodology, including the points available and scoring
criteria, can be found in Tech Memo #3.
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Located in Area
with High Crash
Density

Opportunities
and Needs

Connects
to Equity
Populations

Connects
Existing
Facilities to
Each Other

Provides Regional
Connections

50 Total
Points

Total
Employment
Along Route

Greenway
Connections

Connects
Facilities to
Transit Route
Connects
Facilities to
Transit Stop

Transit
Connections

= 5 Points
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PROJECT PRIORITIZATION GREENWAY FACILITIES
Using the scoring process previously detailed, the projects were scored
based on their overall benefit to the region. Because the projects within
the core of the region tend to score much higher, the ranked facilities are
presented in four different categories based on their location; Greenways
Inside of the KMetro Service Area, Greenways Outside of the KMetro
Service Area, On-Street Facilities Inside of the KMetro Service Area, and
On-Street Facilities Outside of the KMetro Service Area. This will allow
KATS and the local municipalities to compare projects with similar costs,
right-of-way requirements, and operating characteristics.
The results of this exercise do not indicate that certain projects are not
viable or needed, rather it is a tool to determine which projects the region
should move forward with first. The scoring results present an objective
ranking that can be used to determine the order that specific projects
could be constructed.
The map to the right shows the overall priority by location of the
greenways identified for the KATS Region. They include both traditional
trails (like the Kalamazoo River Valley Trail) and shared-use paths
(similar to the path along Romence Road) as these facilities have similar
construction costs, take up more right-of-way than on-street facilities,
and can accommodate both bicycles and pedestrians.
The following streets within the KMetro Service Area received the highest
scores:
• Downtown Connection of the KRVT
• Drake Road near Western Michigan University
• S Westnedge Avenue
• Portage Creek Greenway Trail
• KL Road Trail

These projects travel though areas with a high number of jobs, have
connections to high activity transit routes, fill in non-motorized network
gaps, and provide safety improvements to high crash areas.

Outside of the KMetro Service Area, W Avenue connecting Vicksburg and
Schoolcraft, the Oshtemo Electric Utility trail, the Augusta Trail, and the
Portage-Vicksburg Trail were the highest ranked. These projects connect
to a relatively high number of jobs, help fill in the non-motorized network,
and provide long distance regional connections.
A full list of the prioritized greenways can be found in Appendix A.
The potential greenways were ranked based on the scoring methodology to determine which projects would have the greatest benefit to the most people. Projects inside and
outside of the KMetro service area are compared against each other.
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PROJECT PRIORITIZATION ON-STREET FACILITIES
43

COOPER
TOWNSHIP
D

131

RICHLAND

ROSS TOWNSHIP

M 89

D

25TH

32ND

RIVERVIEW

DOUGLAS

WESTNEDGE

ALAMO TOWNSHIP

AUGUSTA

L

ANTWERP
TOWNSHIP

TEXAS TOWNSHIP

LOVERS

MAIN

3RD

M 51

51

1.25

2.5

SPRINKLE

35TH

33RD

26TH

34TH

RICH

ARD

SON

PORTAGE

W

PRAIRIE RONDE TOWNSHIP

VICKSBURG

BRADY TOWNSHIP

WAKESHMA TOWNSHIP

24TH

M 40

ELIZA

5

Miles

KATS PEDESTRIAN, GREENWAY
AND TRANSIT PLAN
Potential On-Street Facilities - Project Ranking

Legend
High Priority Project
Medium Priority Project
Low Priority Project

N Burdick Street, Paterson Street
Howard Avenue
Lovell Street
Kalamazoo Avenue in Downtown

These projects have similar scores to the top greenways located within
the KMetro Service Area. The recommended facility types for the top onstreet projects include bike lanes, buffered bike lanes, and protected bike
lanes.

•
•
•

U

SCHOOLCRAFT

0

ER

OSTERHOUT

SCHOOLCRAFT
TOWNSHIP

•
•
•
•

The top on-street facilities located outside of the KMetro Service Area are
the following:

PORTAGE

SH
AV
E

12TH

LAWTON

M

SPRINKLE

131
R

40

CLIMAX TOWNSHIP

PAVILION TOWNSHIP

SPRINKLE

CO RD 657

43RD

PAW PAW TOWNSHIP

CENTRE

Q
M

P

TH

FRONT

PAW PAW

MN
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RED AR

AS

X
TE

COMSTOCK TOWNSHIP

CLIMAX

OAKLAND

MATTAWAN

Y
UR

RC

N

MALL

94

ROW

MILHAM
8TH

IGAN

MICH

OW

ARR

94
ME

CORK

PORTAGE

KILGORE

WESTNEDGE

KALAMAZOO

The following received the highest scores of the On-Street facilities
located within the KMetro Service Area:

GALESBURG

BURDICK

9TH

PARKVIEW

IUM

STAD

CHARLESTON TOWNSHIP

MICHIGAN

KING

HOWARD

IUM

TA

US

G

AN

STAD

MAIN

AU

HIG

MIC

RED

PATERSON

MILLS

OSHTEMO TOWNSHIP

PARK

MAIN

MAIN

ALMENA TOWNSHIP

H

LL

GU

NICHOLS

DRAKE

9TH

M 40

M 43

MOSEL

NE

A
AUGUST

RIV

RA
VI

H

UL

G

26TH

PARCHMENT

KALAMAZOO
TOWNSHIP

WAVERLY TOWNSHIP

Potential On-Street facilities include bicycle boulevards, standard bike
lanes, buffered bike lanes, and protected bike lanes. Previously identified
projects were already assigned facility types, while those identified as a
part of this study were assigned a facility type based on the perceived
stress level of the street. The map to the left shows the potential onstreet projects and the priority ranking by location (inside or outside of the
KMetro Service Area). Again, those projects that exist within the KMetro
Service Area tend to have a higher overall score than those outside the
Service Area due to the project’s proximity to transit and high population
density areas.

TOWNSHIP
C

12TH

KALAMAZOO COUNTY

RICRICHLAND
HP
LAIN

24TH

VAN BUREN COUNTY

M 40

M

Existing Greenways
Existing On-Street Facilities
KMetro Service Area

KATS Area

NOTE: Projects are prioritized by their
relationship with the KMetro service area.
Projects within the Service Area are
ranked together and projects outside the
Service Area are ranked together.

56th Street in Paw Paw
Kalamazoo Avenue in Vicksburg
Michigan Avenue in Galesburg

All of the facilities located outside of the KMetro Service Area are currently
suggested to be bike lanes, largely because the level of bike and auto
traffic in these areas is typically low. However, with fast auto speeds there
may need to be some consideration of additional comfort for cyclists on
these roads through buffering or other protection measures.

Sources: Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study,
Michigan Geographic Data Library

The potential on-street facilities were ranked based on the scoring methodology to determine which projects would have the greatest benefit to the most people. Projects inside
and outside of the KMetro service area are compared against each other.
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IMPLEMENTATION
AND FUNDING
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IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS
The original priority scores were broken down into logical buckets and scored from
six (6) to one (1), with six being the most desired and one being the least. The cost
and feasibility of each project were also sorted into similar cohorts. More expensive
projects and harder to construct projects received lower scores than less
expensive and easier to implement projects. Costs were estimated for each project
and account for construction only. No design, engineering, or land acquisition costs
were considered. They are based on average cost per mile for each of the different
facility types and use the average per mile cost from other local non-motorized
planning documents. The resulting cost estimates were compared to existing TAP
Grant applications to ensure the estimates were accurate and were extrapolated to
2017 dollars using a 3% per year inflation rate.
The cumulative score of cost and feasibility also ranged from six (6) to one (1). The
projects were then charted on a scatter plot with the horizontal axis representing
the cost and feasibility score and the vertical axis representing the priority score.
Projects were classified as short-term, mid-term, and long-term for purposes
project implementation phases based on where they fell within the matrix.

HIGH
Mid-Term Projects Short Term Projects

7 - 15 Years
Project Priority

The implementation plan builds off the project priority list by taking into account
the project feasibility, estimated cost, and overall project ranking to determine the
general timeframe the project should be implemented. Projects were grouped
into Short-Term, Mid-Term, and Long-Term projects and would planned to be
constructed in either 1-6 year, 7-15 year, or 16-25 year time-frames, respectively.

•
•
•
•
•
•

N Burdick Street Bike Lane - From Water Street to Mosel Avenue
Drake Road Shared Use Path - From Stadium Drive to Main Street
Vine Street Bike Lane - From Oakland Drive to Hatfield Avenue
KRVT Downtown Connection Shared Use Path - From Harrison Street to Cooley
Street
Portage Creek Greenway Shared Use Path - From Kilgore Road to Michigan
Avenue
Vicksburg Trail Phase 1 Shared Use Path - From Portage-Vicksburg Trail to W
Highway

The following trail project has also been programmed for 2018:
• KRVT - Augusta Road Shared Use Path - From N 42nd Street to N 35th Street

These projects are assumed as under construction in the short-term and not included in
the phasing plan.
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Mid-Term Projects
Long Term Projects

A number of projects that have been previously planned for or were identified as part
of KATS Moves are being constructed in 2017. The following projects are slated for
implementation:

1 - 6 Years

16 - 25 Years

7 - 15 Years

LOW
HIGH COST

LOW COST

EASY TO BUILD

HARD TO BUILD

Cost & Feasibility
31

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
KATS Moves Short-Term Non-Motorized Projects
Project Name

Facility Type

After plotting each project on the implementation chart on the previous page, they
were assembled and grouped into short-term, mid-term, and long-term projects.
The short-term projects are a mix of on-street and off-street facilities that range
between about 1/2 mile and 3 miles in length. Most of these potential projects are
located in the core of region, where they will connect to the KMetro transit system
and serve a greater number of people. 33 projects are on the short-term project list
and add up to about $4.8M in total cost.

Patterson St

Bike Lane

Lovell St

Bike Lane

There are 72 projects listed in the mid-term list and tend to be longer and more
complex projects. Many of these projects were ranked high in the prioritization
scoring but have high project costs or will likely be harder to implement. The 105
miles of mid-term projects are estimated to be completed in 7-15 years and gives
local agencies more time to plan, fund, and design these facilities. The mid-term
projects are expected to cost about $19.5M total.

Stockbridge Ave

The most expensive, hardest to implement, and lowest priority projects are
contained in the long-term project list. These projects are expected to be
completed in 16-25 years. The 30 long-term projects are expected to cost about
$28.5M total but will add over 120 miles of non-motorized facilities to the KATS
Region. The detailed scoring and ranking for all of the projects, including the midterm and long-term projects, can be found in Appendices A and B.

Michigan Ave
S Burdick St
Lake St

North St

South St

Nichols Rd

E Michigan Ave
E Michigan Ave
S Pitcher St

N Edwards St
Michigan Ave

Michigan Ave
Gull Rd

KL Rd Trail
Drake Rd

Kalamazoo Ave
Solon St

Crosstown Pkwy
Main St

Kilgore Rd

There were a number of projects that were awarded a high priority score
but were placed into the mid-term or long-term implementation lists. These
projects either have a high construction cost or travel through areas that would
be difficult to construct a facility on due to land assembly needs and other
constraints. These projects include:
•
•
•
•
•

I-94 Trail Shared Use Path
Westnedge Avenue Buffered Bike Lane
Howard Avenue Protected Bike Lane
Portage Creek Greenway Shared Use Path
S Westnedge Avenue Shared Use Path
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Bike Lane

Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane

Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane

Bike Lane

Shared Use Path

Buffered Bike Lane
Bike Lane

Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path

Portage

Stadium

2.6

Larch

3.1
1.3

Kilgore
Gull

0.9

Michigan

2.5

Howard

0.8

Stadium
Lovell

Lovers

Douglas

Edwards

Mills

Westnedge

1.7

Sprinkle

KRVT

0.6

Portage

Kalamazoo

0.4

Michikal

Eldred

0.3

North

Riverview

H

Main

0.7
0.5
1.4

1.6
1.5

Wallace
North

Howard
9th

G

Mills

South
Drake
Drake

Buffered Bike Lane

0.8

Portage Creek Greenway

Mills

0.7

Westnedge

Shared Use Path

Shared Use Path
Shared Use Path

Bicycle Boulevard
Shared Use Path

Miller Rd

Buffered Bike Lane

West Douglas Bicycle Boulevard

Bicycle Boulevard

North St Bicycle Boulevard

Bicycle Boulevard

West Portage Creek Trail

1.0

Howard

Riverview

KRVT

Shared Use Path

Greenwood Bicycle Boulevard

1.2

KRVT

1.5

Westnedge

S 9th St

Chicago

To

0.9

Buffered Bike Lane

Crossroads Mall Trail

From

Protected Bike Lane

Park Ave

Bridge St Bicycle Boulevard

Length
(Miles)

0.5
1.4

Howard

Bunkehill

1.5

Arcadia Creek Trail

2.6

W Main

2.5

Sprinkle

0.6
1.1

Gull

Seats

Drake

Portage Creek
Betsy Ann
Main

Stadium

Portage Creek Greenway

Portage Creek Greenway

Bike Boulevard

1.3

Bicycle Boulevard

0.6

Michigan

Penn Central Rail Trail

3.2

Stadium

Oakland

Shared Use Path

1.2

0.5

Gull

Main

Nichols

Douglas

Michigan
Drake

Arlington
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FUNDING STRATEGIES
Bicycle and pedestrian projects are broadly eligible for funding from nearly all
major federal highway, transit, safety, and other programs. To be eligible for
federal funding, bicycle projects must be principally for transportation, rather
than recreation purposes, and must be designed and located pursuant to the
transportation plans required of states and Metropolitan Planning Organizations,
such as KATS.
TAP Grants
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) is a competitive grant program that uses
federal transportation funds for specific activities that enhance the intermodal
transportation system and provide safe alternative transportation options.
CMAQ
The Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program assists
areas designated as non-attainment or maintenance by the Clean Air Act by
funding projects that contribute to the attainment of National Air Quality Standards.
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) 402 Safety
Fund
The 402 Safety Fund supports State highway safety programs designed to reduce
traffic crashes and resulting deaths, injuries, and property damage, including
programs that improve pedestrian and bicycle safety.
MDNR Recreation Passport Grant Program
The Local Public Recreation Facilities Fund is to be used for the development of
public recreation facilities for local units of government.
Michigan Natural Resources Trust Fund (MNRTF)
The MNRTF projects provide for natural resource protection and outdoor recreation
by funding land acquisition and park development projects.
Community Development Block Grant (CDGB) Program
Funds are distributed for projects that consider poverty, population, housing
overcrowding, age of housing, and population growth lag in relation to other
metropolitan areas.

MDNR
Com Dev
Rec
MNRTF
Block
Passport
Grant

WMT&
GC

STP

X

X

Non-Motorized Project Type

TAP

CMAQ

NHTSA

Bicycle & Pedestrian Planning

X

X

X

Bike Lanes

X

X

X

X

X

Buffered Bike Lanes

X

X

X

X

Protected Bike Lanes

X

X

X

X

Shared-use path/Greenway

X

X

X

PPP

Millages

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bus Stop Improvements

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sidewalks

X

X

X

X

X

X

Crosswalks

X

X

X

X

X

X

Curb Cuts

X

X

X

X

X

X

Traffic Calming

X

X

X

X

X

Safety/Education

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

NHS

The funding opportunities available in Michigan for the KATS Region can be applied to a variety of different non-motorized transportation projects,
including infrastructure, land acquisition, and education.

West Michigan Trails & Greenways Coalition (WMT&GC)
The WMT&GC is a non-profit group dedicated to developing non- motorized trails
and greenways into a linked system connecting wilderness areas, parks, historic
landmarks and cultural sites throughout West Michigan.
Surface Transportation Program
The Surface Transportation Program provides states with flexible funds that may be
used for a wide variety of projects on any federal-aid highway, bridges on any public
road, and transit facilities
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FUNDING STRATEGIES
National Highway System
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities within NHS corridors are eligible activities for NHS
funds, including projects within interstate rights-of-way (23 U.S.C. 103(b)(6)).
City and Township Millages
Millages can be levied by municipalities in the KATS Region to fund specific projects
located within the jurisdiction issuing the millage. Funds collected could be used for
greenways, on-street facilities, and transit infrastructure improvements.
Public/private partnerships
Thanks to the generosity of private donors in West Michigan, several of the largest
and most successful trail projects have been funded in large part by grants from
private benefactors, notably Frederik Meijer. Additionally, some communities hold
fund drives to raise private funds or other grants of labor and materials in small
increments from the community.
Community and private foundations may also provide an important funding source
for non-motorized transportation development. For example, MDOT Transportation
Enhancement grants will pay for the construction of shared-use path but not for any
feasibility studies or engineering work. Foundations can play an important part in
filling the gaps left by other funds. Other facility amenities such as picnic grounds or
boardwalks may also be paid in part with grants from foundations.
The total cost to implement roughly 275 miles of the Non-Motorized Transportation
Improvement Projects is estimated at approximately $70,000,000. Based on
historical federal/state funding for non-motorized facilities in the KATS area, it
is estimated that about $750,000 are spent on non-motorized projects every
year. Given the number and expense of projects and projected funding levels, it
would take almost a century for the non-motorized project list to be completed.
Fortunately many local communities are constructing non-motorized facilities either
by matching funds in different grant programs or entirely with local funds. Cities are
also keeping maintenance in mind for new transportation projects, including nonmotorized facilities. For example, the City of Portage has over $7.5 million in their
Capital Improvement Plan for the next 10 years. Likewise, the City of Kalamazoo
has almost $2.5 million set aside for the next two phases of the Portage Creek
Greenway and Kalamazoo Township has $40,000 programmed for grant matching
purposes to implement non-motorized trails.

TAP GRANTS

CMAQ

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

NHTSA 402 FUND

•

•

Bus stop bicycle infrastructure
improvements
Wayfinding signage
Ostemo Electric Utility Trail
West Portage Creek Trail

MDNR RECREATION GRANT

Intersection improvements in Safety
Focus Areas
Traffic calming in high crash locations
Safety training courses and materials

•

Trails with high amounts of land
acquisition needs
Portage Creek Greenway
Penn Central Rail Trail
Van-Kal Trail

•
•
•
•

Non-motorized facilities through low
income neighborhoods
West Douglas Bicycle Boulevard
Portage Creek Greenway
Drake Road Shared Use Path

•
•
•

Regional trails that connect
communities with each other
KRVT - Augusta Road
Stadium - Mattawan Trail
Portage - Vicksburg Trail

•
•
•
•

Non-motorized facilities within NHS corridors are eligible
I-94 Trail
Bridges or tunnels for trails crossing I-94 or US-131
S 9th Street shared-use path

•
•
•
•

Facilities on public roads and transit infrastructure
Buffered bike lanes on Westnedge Avenue and Park Street
Protected bike lane on Howard Street
Charles Street bicycle boulevard

•

Private donors can help fund both the construction and design of
trails
I-94 Trail
Texas Township Trail
KL Road Trail

•
•

MNRTF

•
•
•
•

WMT & GC

•

Trails that align with the Michigan Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan

CDBG PROGRAM

NATIONAL HIGHWAY SYSTEM

SURFACE TRANSPORTIAON PROGRAM
PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

•
•
•
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Bus stop bicycle infrastructure
improvements
West Portage Creek Trail
W Avenue Shared Use Path
Howard Street Protected Bike Lane
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COORDINATION WITH ROADWAY
PROJECTS
Non-Motorized Facilities to Coordinate with Roadway Projects Listed in 2017 - 2020 TIP
Project Name

Many of the on- and off-street projects could be coordinated with roadway projects
previously programmed in the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) in the
region. Many of these resurfacing, widening, and other construction projects
were planned for prior to consideration of bicycle facilities, but it is assumed that
these will be considered during the design process. KATS may be able stretch the
Region’s non-motorized transportation dollars farther by working with the various
municipalities, the County, or the State to construct the projects listed in the KATS
Moves Plan that overlap with roadway projects in the TIP. As these roadway projects
become listed on the TIP, KATS should start working with the various entities
to coordinate non-motorized facility and safety improvement construction with
roadway projects.
The projects detailed in the tables to the right show the roads that are listed in the
2017 - 2020 TIP and the potential non-motorized facilities and safety focus areas
that correspond to those roads. These projects would be initial candidates for
coordination in the short-term.

S 9th Street
Sprinkle Road
Stadium - Mattawan Trail
KL Road Trail
Stockbridge Avenue
N Burdick Street
Cork Street
Vine Street
Kalamazoo Avenue

Length (Miles)

Shared-Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Shared-Use Path
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Protected Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane

2.3
2.0
6.6
1.6
0.8
1.7
1.9
2.2
0.9

Responsible
Agency
MDOT
RCKC
RCKC
RCKC
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Vicksburg

Safety Focus Areas to Coordinate with Roadway Construction Projects in 2017 -2020 TIP
Safety Focus Area
1 - Michigan & Drake

2 - Michigan & Howard

4 - Downtown Kalamazoo
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Facility Type

TIP Project(s)

Responsible
Agency

S Drake Rd shared-use path

Kalamazoo

KL Ave widen to 3 lanes/HMA overlay

Kalamazoo

W Michigan and Howard traffic ops/safety

Kalamazoo

Howard St resurface, upgrade sidewalk ramps
to ADA standards

Kalamazoo

Pitcher St reconstruction

Kalamazoo

Pitcher St resurface

Kalamazoo

8 - Gull & Sprinkle

Sprinkle Rd Corridor traffic ops/safety

RCKC

10 - 9th & I-94

I-94 under 9th St bridge work

MDOT
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APPENDIX A - GREENWAY
PROJECT LIST AND RANKING
Project

Municipality

From

To

Length
(mi)

Estimated
Cost

Priority
Score

Michigan Ave

Kalamazoo

Michikal

Eldred

0.4

$118,239

5

KL Rd Trail
Drake Rd
Drake Rd

KRVT - Downtown
Connection

Solon St

Oshtemo Twp

Municipality

From

To

Length
(mi)

Estimated
Cost

Priority
Score

10

Short Term

Squires Rd

Kalamazoo Twp

Ravine

Drake

0.4

$108,537

3

Kalamazoo

Stadium

Railroad

0.1

$41,976

Oshtemo/Texas Twp

Pennycress

11th

6.6

Texas Twp

12th

9th

5.7

Broadway

Railroad

0.8

26th

Shepherd

2.7

H Ave

King Hwy

2.1

KVCC

1.6

$463,732

2

1.5

W Hwy
Nazareth
Rd

$446,604

6

4

10

Short Term

H

Main

1.5

$431,594

6

4

10

Short Term

Kalamazoo/
Oshtemo Twp

Stadium

Main

1.4

$396,706

6

4

10

Short Term

Kalamazoo

Harrison

Cooley

0.9

$252,474

6

4

10

Short Term

Kalamazoo Twp

Howard

Main

0.5

$150,732

4

5

9

Short Term

Kilgore Rd

Kalamazoo/Portage

Westnedge

S 9th St

Oshtemo

W Main

Crossroads Mall Trail

Portage

Seats

West Portage Creek
Trail

Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo Twp

Alcott St

Project

1.6

Bunkehill

12th St

Implement.
Timeframe

Drake

Oshtemo Twp

S Westnedge Ave

5

Total Score

9th

Kalamazoo/
Oshtemo Twp

Main St

Olmstead Rd

Cost
Feasibility
Score

Portage

Portage/Texas Twp

Kalamazoo

1.4

$393,320

5

4

9

Short Term

0.7

$193,720

5

4

9

Short Term

Portage
Creek
Greenway

2.6

$728,295

4

4

8

Short Term

1.1

$315,511

4

4

8

Short Term

Stadium

Oakland

3.2

$910,830

4

3

7

Short Term

Lake

King Hwy

0.3

$87,116

3

6

9

Shaver

Milham

Burdick

Drake

Portage
Creek

Stadium

Kilgore

W ON Ave

Portage

2.8

0.6

0.5

$799,948

$169,836

$128,476

6

3

3

3

5

5

9

8

8

Stadium Dr/Penn
Central Trail Link

Stadium - Mattawan
Trail

Texas Twp Trail

S 9th St

Stadium Dr

Howard St/WMU

H Ave

Texas - 12th Trail

26th St

KL to Parkview

Oshtemo/Texas Twp

Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo

Comstock Twp

Texas Twp

Comstock Twp

Oshtemo Twp

KVCC

Kendall

12th

KL

Al Sabo Preserve Trail

Texas Twp

Texas Dr

McGillin St

Mattawan

Root

Mid Term

Vicksburg Trail - Phase
1

Vicksburg

Mid Term

PortageVicksburg
Trail

Spring Valley Park Trail

Kalamazoo

Mt Olivet

Mid Term

Mid Term

Stadium

Stadium

Texas

Parkview

Van Kal
Trail

2.2

Cost
Feasibility
Score

Total Score

Implement.
Timeframe

4

7

Mid Term

3

4

7

Mid Term

$1,863,779

4

3

7

Mid Term

$1,611,438

4

3

7

Mid Term

4

3

7

5

2

7

2

4

6

2

4

6
6

Mid Term

$413,753

2

4

6

Mid Term

1.2

$340,721

2

4

6

Mid Term

0.9

$251,893

2

4

6

Mid Term

0.8

$233,303

2

4

6

Mid Term

1.2

2.6

1.8

$627,971

$228,897

$351,543

$756,724

$737,670

$587,930

$498,493

4

2

2

3

4

4

4

7

6

6

Mid Term
Mid Term
Mid Term

Mid Term

Mid Term
Mid Term
Mid Term

Kalamazoo

Drake

Lovell

2.9

$811,053

5

3

8

Mid Term

Spring Valley Park Trail

Nazareth

Kalamazoo

Kilgore

Michigan

3.7

$1,029,685

6

2

8

Mid Term

Kalamazoo/
Comstock Twp

Romence Rd

Portage

Pfizer

Sprinkle

Haverhill Extension

Portage

12th

0.8

$221,787

2

4

6

Mid Term

10th St

Oshtemo Twp

Main

Emerald Drive Park
Trail

Haverhill
Trail

Kalamazoo

I-94

Cork

0.7

$202,404

2

4

6

Mid Term

Augusta/Ross Twp

Fort Custer
Cemetery

Portage

12th

Shaver

3.1

$862,607

4

2

6

Mid Term

Comstock Twp

Sprinkle

G Ave

0.9

$255,211

4

2

6

Mid Term

Kalamazoo/Portage

Campus Dr

Kilgore

5.8

$1,627,443

5

1

6

Mid Term

Portage

V

Centre

5.5

$1,549,149

3

3

6

Long Term

Schoolcraft/
Vicksburg/
Schoolcraft Twp

US-131

Richardson

5.5

$1,535,143

3

3

6

Long Term

4th

9th

4.6

$1,291,258

3

3

6

Long Term

Ames

Milham

2.0

Penn Central Rail Trail

Portage Creek
Greenway

Augusta Trail
Main - KL Trail
Olmstead Rd
Nazareth Rd

East Central Trailway

KRVT - Parchment
Loop

Davis Creek Trail
Ravine Rd
S 11th St

Oshtemo Twp

Kalamazoo/
Kalamazoo Twp

Kalamazoo

Portage

Parchment/
Kalamazoo Twp

Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo/
Kalamazoo Twp

Oshtemo

Kal-Haven
Trail

0.7

$193,677

2

5

7

Mid Term

2.2

$612,632

3

4

7

Mid Term

Lincoln

1.8

$496,124

3

4

7

Mid Term

KL

Bunkehill

1.6

$437,780

3

4

7

Mid Term

Comstock

Miller

1.5

$423,677

3

4

7

Mid Term

Kenilworth

King Hwy

1.2

$332,006

3

4

7

Mid Term

Centre Rd

Gull Prairie
Apartments Trail

I-94 Trail

Portage - Vicksburg
Trail

Portage

Lovers

1.0

$270,821

3

4

7

Mid Term

W Ave

G

Mosel

0.9

$260,489

3

4

7

Mid Term

KL Rd Trail

Cork

Miller

0.8

$221,900

3

4

7

Mid Term

0.7

$205,667

3

4

7

Mid Term

0.7

$205,235

3

4

7

Mid Term

Nichols
W KL Ave

Kal-Haven
Trail

Stadium
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Sprinkle Rd

S Portage Rd

KRVT - 42nd St

Oshtemo Twp

Portage

Portage

Ross Twp/Augusta

Q

D

G Ave/
Walmart

O

Augusta

2.0

2.9

$568,030

$550,854

$826,651

3

3

6

Long Term

1

4

5

Long Term

3

3

6

Long Term

Projects Currently Under Construction or Programmed for Construction
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GREENWAY PROJECT LIST AND
RANKING
Project

Municipality

From

To

Length
(mi)

Estimated
Cost

Priority
Score

Total Score

Implement.
Timeframe

Vicksburg Trail - Phase
2

Vicksburg

W Hwy

1.9

$542,550

1

4

5

Long Term

2nd Rd

Alamo

Kal-Haven
Trail

Barton
Lake

Cost
Feasibility
Score

G Ave

1.8

$501,445

1

4

5

Long Term

S 29th

Main

5.6

$1,574,112

2

3

5

Long Term

42nd

35th

5.6

$1,563,614

2

3

5

Long Term

42nd

Lawton-Mattawan Trail
KRVT - Augusta Rd

Antwerp/Mattawan

Galesburg/
Charleston/Augusta

KRVT - M-89

Richland/Ross Twp

Gull Manor

5.3

$1,483,287

2

3

5

Long Term

Vicksburg

Mandigo

4.4

$1,226,572

2

3

5

Long Term

Oshtemo Electric
Utility Trail

PortageVicksburg
Trail

Vicksburg Trail - Phase
3

Oshtemo

Van Kal Trail

9th

5.9

$1,666,198

3

2

5

Long Term

I-94 Trail

Texas Twp

StadiumMattawan
Trail

12th

5.3

$1,478,429

3

2

5

Long Term

Lovers

Portage

1.5

$413,822

3

2

5

Long Term

U

2nd

14.1

$3,970,502

1

3

4

Long Term

Interlaken

Baseline

9.5

$2,680,807

1

3

4

Long Term

Centre Ave Extension
Van Kal Trail
Gull Lake Trail

58th St Trail

Portage

Oshtemo/Almena/
Texas/Prairie Ronde
Twps

Ross/Richland Twp

Paw Paw

46th

Gremps

5.4

$1,509,731

1

3

4

Long Term

58th-56th St Trail

Antwerp/Mattawan

32nd

Root

4.6

$1,290,262

1

3

4

Long Term

Old Conrail Line Trail

Cooper Twp

Collingwood

G

0.9

$248,885

1

3

4

Long Term

M-40

Paw Paw/Lawton/Antwerp
Twp

G.E. Fadel

Orchard

4.5

$1,261,296

2

2

4

Long Term

Oshtemo

6th

Val Kal Trail

3.3

$928,710

1

2

3

Long Term

KRVT - North

M-43

Cooper Twp

County Line

D

3.5

$973,479

1

Projects Currently Under Construction or Programmed for Construction

3

4

Long Term

*Shared-Use Path construction costs were estimated at $281,352 per linear mile
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APPENDIX B - ON-STREET
FACILITY LIST AND RANKING
Project

Municipality

Facility
Type

From

To

Est. Cost

Priority
Score

Cost
Feasibility
Score

Total
Score

Implement.
Timeframe

Project

Municipality

Facility
Type

From

To

Priority
Score

Cost
Feasibility
Score

Total
Score

Implement.
Timeframe

N Burdick St

Bike Lane

Water

Mosel

1.7

$33,325

6

6

12

Short Term

Nazareth Rd

Bike Lane

G Ave

Main

2.1

$41,783

3

6

9

Mid Term

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

KRVT

Riverview

1.5

$29,163

6

6

12

Short Term

Kalamazoo/
Kalamazoo Twp

Length
(mi)

Est. Cost

Kalamazoo/
Kalamazoo Twp

Length
(mi)

E Main St

Kalamazoo/
Kalamazoo Twp

Bike Lane

Sprinkle

Gilbert

1.7

$33,274

3

6

9

Mid Term

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Portage

Stadium

1.0

$20,689

6

6

12

Short Term

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Broadway

Duke

1.4

$28,218

3

6

9

Mid Term

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Stadium

Parkview

1.3

$24,878

3

6

9

Mid Term

Brook Dr

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Mt Olivet

Gull

0.8

$15,958

3

6

9

Mid Term

Pratt St

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Burdick

Westnedge

0.4

$7,409

3

6

9

Mid Term

Patterson St

Michigan Ave
Lovell St

S Burdick St
Lake St
Vine St

North St

South St

Stockbridge Ave
Nichols Rd

E Michigan Ave
E Michigan Ave
S Pitcher St

N Edwards St

Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo Twp
Comstock Twp
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo

Michigan Ave

Kalamazoo

Gull Rd

Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo Ave

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Bike Lane
Buffered
Bike Lane
Bike Lane

Protected
Bike Lane

Howard
Kilgore
Larch

Oakland
Gull

Michigan
Mills

Howard

Sprinkle
Wallace

Portage
North

Stadium
Lovell

Lovers

Hatfield

Douglas

Edwards

Westnedge
G

KRVT
Mills

Kalamazoo
South

1.2
3.1
2.6
2.0
1.3
0.9
0.8
2.5
1.7
0.7
0.6
0.5

$23,291
$60,704
$51,536
$40,351
$26,539
$17,944
$16,648
$49,975
$33,061
$14,568
$12,179
$9,608

6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

12
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10

Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term

Whites St

Rambling/
Broadway St
26th Ave

Comstock Twp

Howard Ave

Kalamazoo

Short Term

G Ave

Short Term
Short Term

56th St - Paw
Paw

Parchment/
Cooper/Richland/
Kalamazoo/
Comstock Twp

Short Term
Short Term
Short Term

Howard

Drake

1.4

$99,045

5

5

10

Short Term

Douglas Ave

North

Riverview

0.3

$5,579

5

5

10

Short Term

Cork St

Westnedge

KRVT

0.9

$186,737

6

4

10

Short Term

Portage
Creek
Greenway

Mills

0.8

$52,139

4

5

9

Short Term

Arcadia
Creek Trail

Betsy Ann

1.5

$106,158

5

4

9

Short Term

Gull

Main

0.6

$15,671

5

4

9

Crosstown Pkwy

Kalamazoo

Buffered
Bike Lane

Park Ave

Kalamazoo

Bridge St Bicycle
Boulevard

Buffered
Bike Lane

Kalamazoo

Bicycle
Boulevard

Miller Rd

Kalamazoo

Buffered
Bike Lane

Sprinkle

2.5

$170,976

4

4

Chicago

Kalamazoo Twp

Bike
Boulevard

Portage
Creek
Greenway

Gull

Michigan

1.3

$31,502

4

West Douglas
Bicycle Boulevard

Kalamazoo

Bicycle
Boulevard

Nichols

Drake

1.2

$31,164

4

Greenwood
Bicycle Boulevard

Kalamazoo

Bicycle
Boulevard

Michigan

0.6

$14,951

4

4

8

Short Term

North St Bicycle
Boulevard

Kalamazoo

Bicycle
Boulevard

Penn
Central Rail
Trail

Douglas

Arlington

0.5

$12,636

4

4

8

Short Term

Kilgore Rd
Main St
Moorsbridge Rd
Mt Olivet Rd

Bike Lane

Protected
Bike Lane

H Ave

Gull

0.7

$14,324

3

6

9

Mid Term

Stadium

Park

1.4

$288,016

6

3

9

Mid Term

Bike Lane

G

Riverview

2.2

$43,014

2

6

8

Mid Term

Bike Lane

Gremps

2.1

$41,516

2

6

8

Mid Term

Kalamazoo/
Cooper Twp

County Rd
653

Bike Lane

Dunkley

G

2.0

$39,036

2

6

8

Mid Term

Kalamazoo

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Sprinkle

Lovers

1.5

$29,823

2

6

8

Mid Term

Comstock/
Kalamazoo Twp

Bike Lane
Bike Lane

Nazareth

26th

1.0

$19,220

2

6

8

Mid Term

Bike Lane

Romence

Centre

0.9

$16,819

2

6

8

Mid Term

W Battle
Creek

0.6

$12,136

2

6

8

Mid Term

Oakland

0.6

$12,113

2

6

8

Mid Term

Paw Paw/Antwerp
Twp

Portage

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

I-94 Trail

G

Sprinkle

Range

1.1

0.8

$21,216

$15,576

2

2

6

6

8

8

Mid Term

Mid Term

Michigan Ave

Galesburg

Bike Lane

N 37th

Short Term

Angling Rd

Kalamazoo

Bike Lane

Merryview

8

Short Term

Westnedge
Ave/G Ave

Kalamazoo Twp

Bike Lane

Edison

KRVT

0.5

$9,704

2

6

8

Mid Term

4

8

Short Term

River St

Comstock Twp

Bike Lane

Comstock

Michigan

0.3

$6,195

2

6

8

Mid Term

4

8

Short Term

G Ave

Richland/
Comstock Twp

Buffered
Bike Lane

Sprinkle

Gull

1.0

$67,082

3

5

8

Mid Term

Michigan Ave

Kalamazoo

Michikal

Kalamazoo

1.0

$213,276

5

3

8

Mid Term

Westnedge Ave

Kalamazoo

Arcadia
Creek Trail

Betsy Ann

1.5

$104,228

5

3

8

Mid Term
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Comstock Ave

G Ave

Comstock Twp

Parchment

Bike Lane

Bike Lane

Protected
Bike Lane
Buffered
Bike Lane

Larch

20th

River

Riverview

0.5

0.3

$10,570

$5,213

2

2

6

6

8

8

Mid Term

Mid Term
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ON-STREET FACILITY LIST AND
RANKING
Project

Municipality

Facility
Type

From

To

Est. Cost

Priority
Score

Implement.
Timeframe

Sprinkle Rd

Buffered
Bike Lane

Cost
Feasibility
Score

Total
Score

Kalamazoo/
Comstock Twp

Length
(mi)

Miller

Cork

0.3

$18,803

2

5

7

Mid Term

Rose St

Kalamazoo

Park

Pratt

2.1

$52,955

3

4

7

Mid Term

Cherokee St

Kalamazoo Twp

Main

1.7

$43,502

3

4

7

Mid Term

James St/
Pasadena St

Kal Haven
Trail

Kalamazoo

Stockbridge

Cork

1.2

$31,055

3

4

7

Mid Term

Sunnyside Rd

Kalamazoo Twp

Gull

Main

0.7

$17,360

3

4

7

Mid Term

Cork St

Kalamazoo

Duke

Fulford

1.9

$396,824

4

3

7

Mid Term

Attleberry

Texas Twp

Texas

12th

2.0

$49,150

2

4

6

Mid Term

West Douglas
Bicycle Boulevard

Kalamazoo

Prairie

Nichols

1.5

$38,168

2

4

6

Mid Term

Primrose St

Portage

Romence

Centre

1.4

$36,189

2

4

6

Mid Term

Charles St
Bicycle Boulevard

Kalamazoo

Bicycle
Boulevard

Main

Nazareth

1.4

$36,150

2

4

6

Mid Term

Dorchester Ave

Kalamazoo

Bike
Boulevard

Portage

0.6

$16,156

2

4

6

Mid Term

E Michigan Ave

Charleston Twp

Bike Lane

Miller

Emerald
Drive Park
Trail
S 44th

3.7

$73,458

1

6

7

Long Term

Bike Lane

E Michigan

E Maple

2.9

$57,744

1

6

7

Long Term

Schoolcraft Twp

Bike Lane

U Ave

Eliza

2.0

$39,992

1

6

7

Long Term

Schoolcraft Twp

Bike Lane

Oakland

S 14th

0.8

$14,977

1

6

7

Long Term

S 44th St
S 14th St

Oakland Dr
W U Ave

Ramona Ave

W Battle Creek
Ave
Parkview Ave

Charleston Twp/
Climax

Schoolcraft Twp
Portage

Bike
Boulevard
Bike
Boulevard
Bike
Boulevard
Bike
Boulevard
Protected
Bike Lane

Bike
Boulevard
Bicycle
Boulevard
Bike
Boulevard

Bike Lane
Bike Lane

Oak Leaf
Lovers

U AVE

Portage

1.0
0.8

$19,394
$14,844

1
1

6
6

7
7

Long Term
Long Term

Galesburg

Bike Lane

N 35th

Michigan

0.7

$13,897

1

6

7

Long Term

Oshtemo Twp

Protected
Bike Lane

Stadium

Crystal

1.2

$242,965

3

3

6

Long Term

*Cost estimates for each linear mile of each proposed facility are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Bicycle Boulevard: $25,070 per mile
Bike Lane: $19,780 per mile
Buffered Bike Lane: $69,211 per mile
Protected Bike Lane: $210,214 per mile
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THE 2017 PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION PLAN IN
TRANSPORTATION
DECISION MAKING
The Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study
5220 Lovers Lane, Suite 110
Portage, MI 49002
(269) 343-0766

Adopted:

NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY STATEMENT
The Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study (KATS) assures that no person shall, on the grounds of race,
color, national origin, or sex, as provided by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Civil Rights
Restoration Act of 1987 (P.L. 100.259), be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or
be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity. KATS further assures every
effort will be made to ensure nondiscrimination in all of its programs and activities, whether those
programs and activities are federally funded or not. Furthermore, KATS will not exclude persons based
on age, religion, or disability.
More specifically, the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study assures that efforts will be made to prevent
discrimination through the impacts of its programs, policies, and activities on minority and low-income
populations. Additionally, the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study will take reasonable steps to
provide meaningful access to services for persons with Limited English Proficiency.

Disclaimer: “The preparation of this report has been financed in part through grant[s] from the Federal
Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation, under
the Metropolitan Planning Program, Section 104(f) of Title 23, U.S. Code. The contents of this report do
not necessarily reflect the official views or policy of the U.S. Department of Transportation."
Accommodations are available upon request to persons with disabilities who require alternately
formatted materials to ensure effective communication and access to programs. For questions about
accessibility or to request accommodations, please contact Jonathan R. Start at 269-3430766 or jrstart@katmspo.org.
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Introduction
What is an MPO?

A Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is the policy board of an organization created and
designated to carry out the metropolitan transportation planning process. MPOs are required to
represent localities in all urbanized areas (UZAs) with populations over 50,000, as determined by the
U.S. Census. MPOs are designated by agreement between the governor and local governments that
together represent at least 75 percent of the affected population (including the largest incorporated
city, based on population) or in accordance with procedures established by applicable state or local law.

What is KATS?

The Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study (KATS) is the MPO for the greater Kalamazoo Urbanized Area.
The Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA) for KATS is Kalamazoo County and a portion of Van Buren County
including the townships of Almena, Antwerp, Paw Paw, and Waverly. KATS is a federally mandated
policy body made up of representatives from local, state, and federal governments, transit agencies, and
other stakeholders and is responsible for regional transportation planning and programming for the
planning area. Any highway, transit, local road, or non-motorized project or program to be constructed
or conducted in the region receiving Federal funding, must have approval by KATS before any funds can
be expended. In addition, any highway or transit project deemed to be regionally significant by KATS
Policy Committee, must receive KATS approval to proceed.
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KATS Committees
KATS has three standing committees and numerous ad-hoc committees. Two of the committees, Policy
and Technical, meet monthly to discuss issues facing the region and process necessary changes
requested by local agencies. The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) meets quarterly to provide local
citizen insight to KATS. The purpose of the CAC is to enhance public awareness of KATS and promote
public input from stakeholders concerning area planning. Notice of meetings and agendas are posted
on the KATS website. https://katsmpo.org/committees/
Policy Committee

Technical Committee

Citizens Advisory Committee

The KATS Policy Committee is
made of local elected or
appointed officials from
member communities
throughout the KATS
metropolitan area. The Policy
Committee members work
together to shape the future of
the transportation modes in the
region and develop area-wide
multi-modal transportation
plans and programs. The
Committee develops plans and
programs for the KATS Area.

The KATS Technical Committee
is made up of technical staff
from member communities
throughout the metropolitan
area. The Technical Committee
discusses and focuses on
projects and develops
recommendations for the Policy
Committee.

The Citizens Advisory
Committee consists of people
who represent citizen-based
organizations, special interest
groups, at large citizens, and
other stakeholders associated
with transportation in the
planning area. Members solicit
and provide input on
transportation plans, programs,
and other issues being
considered by the Technical and
Policy Committees. They also
identify transportation
challenges from the perspective
of the general public.

Meetings are typically held on
the last Wednesday of every
month at 9:00 a.m. at the City
of Kalamazoo’s Metro Transit
office, located at 530 N. Rose
Street Kalamazoo, Michigan
49007

Meetings are typically held on
the second Thursday of every
month at 9:00 a.m. at the City
of Kalamazoo’s Metro Transit
office, located at 530 N. Rose
Street Kalamazoo, Michigan
49007

Meetings are held quarterly at
the City of Kalamazoo’s Metro
Transit office, located at 530 N.
Rose Street Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49007

Meetings

All regularly scheduled meetings of the KATS Policy, Technical, and Citizen Advisory Committees are
open to the public and held at sites which comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
regulations. Time is allotted at all meetings for any person wishing to address committee members.
The annual schedule of regular committee meetings showing dates, times, and locations are included on
the KATS website. The scheduled meetings are also distributed to each member unit of government for
posting.
Monthly meeting notifications, including agendas and location, are sent to the cities, townships, villages,
road commissions, and transit agencies within the KATS Metropolitan Planning Area for public posting.
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The KATS website contains meeting notifications, locations, and agendas. Meeting notifications are also
posted on Facebook and Twitter. Interested citizens may have their name added to the contact list for
meeting materials by contacting KATS. Policy, Technical and Citizens Advisory meetings comply with the
Michigan Open Meetings Act, Public Act No. 267 of 1976. Special meetings, such as public information
meetings and public hearings, will be held at convenient and accessible locations and at times where the
most people could attend.

A Vision for Public Participation

Since the 1970’s, public participation in the transportation planning process has been an important part
of the activities of KATS. Over time, these public participation efforts have evolved with the
transportation planning process. Further history on the public participation efforts of KATS is available
at www.KATSmpo.org.
Realizing an efficient transportation system can only come from a true understanding of citizens’ diverse
and far-ranging needs, KATS is committed to involving and collaborating with the region’s citizens in a
public involvement process that is grounded in mutual problem solving and understanding. Citizens
should walk away satisfied in knowing their voice has been genuinely heard and has the potential to
impact future KATS decisions.

The Public

The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), was signed into law by President
Obama on July 6, 2012. MAP-21 requires that “The MPO shall develop and use a documented
participation plan that defines a process for providing citizens, affected public agencies, representatives
of public transportation employees, freight shippers, providers of freight transportation services, private
providers of transportation, representatives of users of public transportation, representatives of users of
pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled, and other
interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan transportation
planning process. (23 CFR 450.316)” KATS is open to and encourages input from any individual, group,
organization, agency, business, municipality, or service provider. Activities encouraging the open
dialogue between these groups and KATS include maintaining and updating a contact list of interested
parties as well as KATS receiving contact by mail, telephone, or e-mail and during committee meetings.
KATS has compiled contact information for distribution sources, neighborhood organizations, including
organizations located within environmental justice areas, and stakeholder organizations representing
the elderly, disabled, non-motorized transportation users, minority populations, low income
populations, immigrant populations and the homeless. KATS will make an effort to include these
organizations in the planning process.
Types of organizations located in the KATS area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conventional and unconventional transit providers
Affected public agencies
Private providers of transportation
Law enforcement agencies and fire departments
Freight shippers and providers of freight transportation services
Railroad companies
Airport operators
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•
•
•
•
•

Environmental organizations
Major employers
Economic development
Human service agencies
Local Tribes

KATS understands “the public” to mean all of those who have the potential to affect or be affected by
the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study planning process. Importantly, KATS recognized that not all
communities and its members have enjoyed the same level of access or representation in transportation
and other decisions made by public agencies. Therefore, as part of its public participation strategy, KATS
will take special measures to understand and consider the wants, needs, and aspirations of minority,
low-income, and other underserved populations.

Goals for Public Involvement
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Build credibility and trust between KATS and those whom it serves
Facilitate an involvement process that begins early and is convenient and meaningful
Develop partnerships with local community leaders, groups, and organizations to provide an
integrated, environmentally aware, and multi-modal approach to transportation needs and
desires
Provide timely and easily understood information to citizens, other interested parties, and areas
of the community affected by transportation plans, programs, and projects
Integrate citizen concerns and needs into the developmental process
Ensure adequate public input is obtained for developing solutions during the project planning
process
Better identify how the residents within the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study boundaries
would like to be involved in the planning process with specific emphasis placed on those living in
environmental justice communities
Maintain and regularly update contact information for stakeholders representing populations
who are typically underserved

Requirements
Several authorizing legislations establish requirements for public participation. These legislations
include Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century Act (MAP-21), Safe Accountable Flexible Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU), The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), and the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). Highlights of the requirements for public participation include:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for public review and
comment at key decision points;
Employing visualization techniques;
Making information accessible in various formats and means;
Holding public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times;
Seeking out and considering the needs of traditionally underserved populations;
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To meet Title VI
requirements, the
Kalamazoo Area
Transportation Study
must:
• Enhance its analytical capabilities
to ensure that the Long-Range
Plan and the TIP comply with Title
VI;
• Identify residential, employment
and transportation patterns of
low-income and minority
populations so that their needs
may be identified and addressed,
and the benefits and burdens of
transportation can be fairly
distributed; and
• Evaluate and, where necessary,
improve the public involvement
process to eliminate barriers and
engage minority, disabled, elderly,
and low- income populations in
regional decision-making.

• Coordinating with statewide transportation planning public
participation and consultation processes; and
• Periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the procedures and
strategies in the Participation Plan.
Full text relating to the public participation process within the
authorizing legislations can be found under Appendix C.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 states that no person in the
United States, shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national
origin be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance.

Environmental Justice

Environmental Justice (EJ) at the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) means
identifying and addressing disproportionately high and adverse
effects of the agency's programs, policies, and activities on
minority populations and low-income populations to achieve an
equitable distribution of benefits and burdens.

Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations: Executive Order
12898

Environmental justice (EJ) is the fair treatment and meaningful
involvement of all people regardless of religion, race, ethnicity,
income or education level in the planning and decision making
process. EJ policy was formalized with the signing of Executive
Order 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, which
mandates that federal agencies make achieving environmental
justice a part of their mission.
The E.O. directs federal agencies to identify and address the
disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects of their actions on minority and lowincome populations, to the greatest extent practicable and
permitted by law. The order also directs each agency to develop a
strategy for implementing environmental justice. The order is also
intended to promote nondiscrimination in federal programs that
affect human health and the environment, as well as provide
minority and low-income communities access to public
information and public participation
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Environmental Justice outreach is important as it helps to ensure
full and fair participation by potentially affected communities in
every phase of the transportation decision making process. When
this is accomplished, the development, construction, operation
and maintenance of transportation projects should reflect an
equitable distribution of benefits and burdens. In 1994, President
Clinton issued Executive Order 12898, directing federal agencies,
to the greatest extent practicable, to identify and address
disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects of their programs, policies, and activities
on minority populations and low-income populations. In 1997,
the Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) issued an Order to
address EJ in minority populations and low-income populations to
summarize and expand upon the requirements of Executive Order
12898 on EJ. The FHWA issued its own EJ Order in 1998 (Order
6640.23). U.S. DOT, FHWA, and other modal administrations have
since updated the respective orders and continually seek to
enhance their efforts to address EJ effects of their programs,
policies, and activities.
KATS will work to encourage the participation of persons who
have been traditionally underserved to meet the requirements of
Executive Order 12898 related to Environmental Justice and the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. KATS, through written
communication, email, newsletters, or phone, will endeavor to
notify the appropriate groups listed below when a particular
agenda item directly impacts an organization or the clientele they
represent.
Stakeholder organizations representing:
• Elderly
• Disabled
• Non-Motorized transportation users
• Minority populations
• Low income populations
• Transit users
• Immigrant populations
• Homeless

Improving Access for Persons with Limited English
Proficiency: Executive Order 13166

Executive Order 13166, Improving Access for Persons with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP), was issued in 2000 to improve
access to federally conducted and federally assisted programs
and activities for persons who, as a result of national origin, are
limited in their English proficiency. It requires federal agencies to

Environmental Justice
encompasses three
basic fundamental
principles:
• To avoid, minimize, or mitigate
disproportionately high and adverse
human health or environmental
effects, including social and economic
effects, of programs, policies and
activities on minority populations,
and low- income populations;
• To ensure full and fair participation
by all potentially affected
communities in the transportation
decision-making process; and
• To prevent the denial of, reduction
of, or significant delay in the receipt
of transportation and mobility
benefits by minority and low-income
populations

Environmental Justice
requires the MPOs to:
• Examine the allocation of benefits
and burdens of projects and
programs currently and in the
planned future;
• Ensure that minority and lowincome communities are treated
equitable in the provision of
transportation services and projects;
and
• Provide an ample opportunity for
full participation for minority and
low-income communities to advise
the MPO during its planning and
decision-making process
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ensure that recipients of federal financial assistance provide meaningful access to their LEP applicants
and beneficiaries.

Americans with Disabilities Act

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 provides “no qualified individual with a disability shall,
by reason of such disability, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination by a department, agency, special purpose district or other instrumentality of
the state or local government.”

Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Program of Projects

The public participation process described herein is used to satisfy the public participation process for
the Program of Projects (POP) for the following grantees: Kalamazoo Metro Transit, the Kalamazoo
County Transportation Authority, the Central County Transportation Authority and Van Buren Public
Transit.

Outreach Strategies
KATS continually looks at ways to involve the public in the transportation planning process and will
continue to utilize more engaging participation techniques throughout the transportation planning
process. The goal is to better identify how the residents within the Kalamazoo Area Transportation
Study boundaries would like to be involved in the planning process with specific emphasis placed on
those living in environmental justice communities.
There are two primary audiences of KATS information: the public (as described previously) and the media.
The residents of Kalamazoo County and portions of Van Buren County, as well as others who use the
transportation system within the area represent one audience. The various media outlets are the other
target audience for outreach. As new media formats and technologies demonstrate their ability to engage
different segments of the audience, it is important that KATS consider their use as a public involvement
tool. The following outreach goals were established to better inform the public and local media:
•

Establish a dialogue with members of the local media
o
Create and regularly update a list of local media contacts for print and electronic news.
o
Proactively share information instead of reacting to incorrect or incomplete information.

•

Raise awareness about transportation planning efforts and the agency
o
Raise awareness of KATS responsibilities and functions
o
Highlight successful projects of KATS and its members
o
Regularly update the online tools to increase traffic
o
Encourage attendance at public involvement meetings

•

Create an appropriate suite of media and public communication tactics to allow for faster
dissemination of information.
o
Create agency accounts using various appropriate social media outlets (Facebook,
Twitter, etc.).
o
Establish policies and procedures for social media updates.
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Formats for outreach include, but not limited to:

Electronic
Media

Print Media

Meetings

Other Outreach

Website

Public hearing
notices

Conduct open
houses as part of
kickoff
development and
other key points in
document
development

Project briefing

Quarterly
newsletter
Press releases
Social media

Newsletters to be
distributed to
jurisdictions,
libraries and other
organizations
Direct mailings and
flyers
Comment forms at
public meetings
and hearings

Community fairs
KATS staff
attending events
within the planning
area

Public hearings
prior to document
adoptions and
committee
meetings

Access to planning
documents at local
cities, villages,
townships, and
local libraries

Inform

The first step in outreach is to inform; to facilitate increased knowledge of the issues and the decisions
concerning them. This strategy is a starting point for bringing the public to meetings and announcing
comment periods. The KATS newsletter, emails, website, Facebook page, and twitter account provide
updates regarding comment periods and upcoming projects. Moving forward, KATS will be improving
distribution lists for newsletters and announcements as well as evaluating better tools for targeting
those not already engaged in the KATS’ planning process. KATS is considering instituting a Public
Engagement Committee that will meet on a project/plan basis to determine the best methods to inform
the public.

Consult

The second step in outreach is to consult; to seek advice and/or information from people with specific
expertise, such as obtaining feedback on analysis and alternatives. This strategy will provide the public
with clear and coherent information regarding the issue(s), welcome the public’s thoughts on the topic,
and indicate how that input affected the outcome. KATS efforts to consult are focused on obtaining
comments and information back from the public on a particular set of issues. KATS has used consulting
10

to solicit comments for specific projects or programs using the newsletter, KATS website, emails, and
social media.

Deliberate

The third step in outreach is to deliberate; stakeholders will be involved in more in-depth issue and
solution development. KATS will engage the public in two-way conversations to make certain that the
public’s thoughts, voices and concerns are factored into proposed solutions. Moving forward, KATS will
consider enlisting stakeholders in the development of ideas for projects and programs. This means
improving the conversation with citizens in the early development phases of projects and programs that
could assist in the decisions and solutions proposed. Two types of tools that could be used are project
briefing and community fairs as well as KATS staff attending events within the planning area.

Co-Create

The final step in outreach is to co-create; shared ownership between the organization and the
stakeholders as the community is involved in each aspect of the decision. KATS will rely on relevant
stakeholders input in combination with organizational expertise to incorporate recommendations into
decision to the maximum extent possible. The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) is one way KATS is
already utilizing the co-create strategy. Citizens on CAC are able to convey advice and concerns on
planning issues to KATS staff and to the Technical and Policy Committee members. Charrettes are
another way to utilize the co-create strategy by providing citizens the opportunity to work with staff and
local officials to develop a collaborative vision. It provides a forum for ideas and offers the unique
advantage of immediate feedback to project designers. More importantly, it allows everyone who
participates to be a co-author of the plan or program.

Environmental Justice Strategies

Specific strategies have been identified to more effectively and proactively engage EJ populations.
These strategies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forming partnerships with other organizations that support minority, low income, LEP, disabled,
elderly, zero car, and public assistance populations
Meeting people where they are by holding meetings in the affected neighborhoods themselves
using community activity centers as locations and venues as well as attending local festivals,
markets, events, etc.
Using a variation of meeting times, sizes and locations such as weekend and evening meeting
hours
Working with community based organizations to build relationships and trust across diverse
populations by attending meetings and taking public comments
Communicate with EJ communities about how they would best be able to participate and instill
in the public a belief that they will have a genuine voice in determining the outcome of
transportation projects and that their voice is heard and welcomed
And distributing information that is clear, concise, in plain English, and tailored to the intended
audience.
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To Request a Printed
Copy of the
Documents:

Call: (269) 343-0766

Obtaining Public Comments
The public is encouraged to use the following methods for
reviewing and commenting on significant documents being
developed and published by the Kalamazoo Area Transportation
Study:
Where to find transportation planning documents to review:

Email: info@KATSmpo.org

Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study Website
www.KATSmpo.org
Visit the Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study offices
Public libraries in Kalamazoo and Van Buren counties

Write: Kalamazoo Area
Transportation Study
5220 Lovers Lane, Suite 110
Portage, MI 49002

Attend public meeting, open house, or other scheduled activity
(notices to be published on KATS website as well as local
government jurisdictions)
Attend committee meeting or hearing (Technical Committee and
Policy Committee meeting schedules are available at
www.KATSmpo.org)

Or visit the KATS website:
www.katsmpo.org

Comments May Be
Submitted By:
Email to KATS at
info@KATSmpo.org
Online at KATS website at
www.KATSmpo.org
Phone at
(269) 343-0766
Mail letters to KATS
Kalamazoo Area
Transportation Study
5220 Lovers Lane, Suite 110
Portage, MI 49002

All comments received will appear as an appendix to the
applicable plan or program.
Response to Comments: KATS will summarize and respond to
public comments on the MTP, the Public Participation Plan, the
TIP, on amendments to the TIP, on proposed major area-wide
investment studies, and on key decisions. KATS will also forward
comments about specific projects to the responsible entities.
Comments and responses will be kept on file, be available for
public review, and will be made part of the plan, program, or
other document as adopted. Summaries of comments and
responses will also be given to the Technical and Policy
Committees as well as the jurisdiction(s) directly responsible for
the project for review. Comments will be responded to before
decisions are made or plans or programs are adopted. Responses
will be made in a timely manner so that they can be considered
during the next phase of the plan or program development.

At public meetings and hearings
At Policy Committee meetings
and hearings
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Significant Planning Products
Significant planning initiatives include, but are not limited to, updating the Unified Planning Work
Program, Transportation Improvement Program, Metropolitan Transportation Plan, Public Participation
Plan, corridor studies, subarea plans, transportation demand management studies, and transit plan
implementation studies. When describing a significant planning initiative to the public, KATS shall
incorporate appropriate visualization techniques. Significant planning initiatives are listed below. The
graphics detail the milestones for each initiative and shows a timetable for the best opportunities for
the public to provide input during the process.
The Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP)
This plan outlines the transportation planning program of Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study and
identifies how available planning funds from both federal and state funds will be used to address
planning requirements while also addressing local transportation policies, programs, issues, and
priorities. The Unified Planning Work Program is updated on an annual basis.

Draft Adoption and Plan Review
Public Notification Date:
6 days prior to Technical
Committee meeting

Length of Public Comment Period (Minimum): 7 Days
Begins: Technical Committee Meeting
Ends: Policy Committee meeting
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The Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP)
A list of road, transit and non-motorized projects that communities and agencies plan to implement over
a four-year period within KATS MPO. The Transportation Improvement Program is redone every three
to four years and modified frequently.

Draft Adoption, Plan Review, and Amendments
Public Notification Date:
6 days prior to Technical
Committee meeting

Length Public Comment Period (Minimum): 7 Days
Begins: Technical Committee meeting
Ends: Policy Committee meeting
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The Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)
The Metropolitan Transportation Plan is a 25 to 30 year vision for the transportation network. The 2045
Metropolitan Transportation Plan is the current guiding document; it can be amended up to three times
a year.

Draft Adoption, Plan Review, and Amendments
Public Notification Date:
6 days prior to Technical
Committee meeting

Length Public Comment Period (Minimum): 7 Days
Begins: Technical Committee meeting
Ends: Policy Committee meeting
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The Public Participation Plan (PPP)
The Public Participation Plan describes the ways in which KATS will engage the public in the
transportation planning process. Updated every two years.

Draft Adoption and Plan Review
Public Notification Date:
At least 1 day before pubic
Comment period begins

Length of Public Comment Period (Minimum): 45 Days
Begins: Once draft document is presented to Policy Committee
Ends: One week before the final document is approved by Policy
Committee

Various avenues will be considered when seeking public participation in these initiatives including, but
not limited to, information public meetings, surveys, mailings, and notices. In an effort to reach
populations traditionally underserved, emphasis will be made to inform such populations.
Consideration of non-English language notices and public service announcements will also be made in
accordance with the KATS Title VI Plan. It is also understood that the MPO’s public involvement process,
stated above, also satisfies the need for public involvement in the programming of federal dollars for
public transportation.
Public Notification
KATS recognizes that, in order for the public to participate in transportation decision making, it must
understand the transportation system’s problems, processes, and potential solutions. Information must
be provided in a timely manner, be easily understood, and be reasonably accessible.
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Copies of all KATS planning documents, meeting minutes, and maps are available for review during
normal business hours and available around the clock on the KATS website. Local public libraries have
computers available for public use so access to the internet will not be limited to ownership of a
computer. Meeting schedules and minutes, planning studies, the Metropolitan Transportation Plan,
Transportation Improvement Program, newsletters, and other applicable documents will be posted on
the KATS website (www.KATSmpo.org).

Performance Measures
Regular monitoring and review of the Public Participation Plan is necessary in order to determine its
effectiveness. KATS will review this plan as well as input from all media sources periodically for their
effectiveness. Several available analytical metrics will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of each
strategy and KATS will report progress to the Policy Committee on an annual basis. As new technologies
and formats emerge, KATS will consider utilizing those improved media resources.
Performance measures can include, but are not limited to; website traffic, social media interaction,
circulation of newsletters, survey results, staff outreach activity, and public meeting attendance.

KATS Website

Evaluation Criteria

Number of Hits

Suggested
Performance Goal(s)

Minimum of 40
hits/month with 5%
increase in total
hits/year

Methods to Meet
Goal(s)

Provide all agency
documents on the
website and publish
agency website
information on all
agency documents
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Social Media

Evaluation Criteria

Calls,emails, letter
correspondance, etc.;
number of "friends"
and "followers"

Suggested
Performance Goal(s)

Monthly increase in
activity and traffic

Method to Meet
Goal(s)

Provide information,
announcements,
access to surveys,
meeting information,
important action
items; maintain and
monitor daily activity

Public Meetings

Evaluation Criteria

Attendance at
meetings, calls, emails,
letter, correspondance,
etc.

Suggested
Performance Goal(s)

Level of attendance

Method to Meet
Goal(s)

Schedule meetings at
convenient times and
locations; use other
public participation
tools to increase
awareness; outreach to
environmental justice
population
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Email Announcements

Evaluation Criteria

Calls, emails, letter
correspondance, etc.;
number of persons
reach

Suggested
Performance Goal(s)

Minimum of 5% of
meeting attendees
indicated that they saw
the email
announcement

Method to Meet
Goal(s)

Increase email list by
adverting availability of
email announcements
using other public
participation plan tools

Visualization Techniques

Evaluation Criteria

Usefulness to
expiation of document
development

Suggested
Performance Goal(s)

Comment on
visualization during
public comment
period

Method to Meet
Goal(s)

Use of maps, displays,
charts, and other
statistic and
interactive
engagements to make
the topic relevant to
the target audience
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Revisions to the Public Participation Plan
The public is invited to comment on this plan prior to final adoption by the Policy Committee. A review
of the Public Participation Plan will periodically (at a minimum bi-annually) be undertaken by the
Technical, Policy and Citizens Advisory Committees. Major revision will necessitate undertaking various
measures as described in “Performance Measures” section.
Comments or questions concerning this plan should be directed to:
Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study
5220 Lovers Lane, Suite 110
Portage, MI 49002
(269) 343-0766
Email: info@KATSmpo.org
www.KATSmpo.org
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Appendix A: Ongoing Outreach and Public Participation Opportunities
Newspaper Inserts

Provides community-wide distribution of information

Media Release

A concise review of the project or story that is released to electronic and print media in the region

Television

Cable or network television programming that presents information

Web Sites

Links which contain project information, announcements and documents that can reach large audiences

Newsletter

A document that can be sent out electronically or physically that provides updates and project details

Direct Mailing

Direct mailings sent to local organization for distribution among their members and patrons

Open Houses

Facilities set aside to allow the public to tour and interact with the presented material and employees

Public Meeting

Informal gatherings with or without presentations that do not tape or record proceedings

Charrettes

Intensive session where participants problem solve and brainstorm on issues together

Focus Group

Randomly selected members of a target audience to obtain input for planning decision

Advisory Committee

A group of representative stakeholders assembled to provide public input

Task Force

A group of experts or stakeholders formed to develop a specific product of policy recommendation

Workshop

An informal public meeting that may include presentations and exhibits

Public Comment

Input given by the public about proposed legislation or regulation(s) during a period
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Appendix B: Acronyms and Definitions
ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act

The legislation defining the responsibilities of and requirements for transportation providers to make
transportation accessible to individuals with disabilities.

EJ: Environmental Justice

Environmental justice assures that services and benefits allow for meaningful participation and are fairly
distributed to avoid discrimination.

FAST Act: Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act

Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (Pub. L. No. 114-94)—the first federal law in over a
decade to provide long-term funding certainty for surface transportation infrastructure planning and
investment. The FAST Act authorizes $305 billion over fiscal years 2016 through 2020 for highway,
highway and motor vehicle safety, public transportation, motor carrier safety, hazardous materials
safety, rail, and research, technology, and statistics programs.

FHWA: Federal Highway Administration

A branch of the US Department of Transportation that administers the federal-aid Highway Program,
providing financial assistance to states to construct and improve highways, urban and rural roads, and
bridges.

FTA: Federal Transit Administration

A branch of the US Department of Transportation that is the principal source of federal financial
assistance to America's communities for planning, development, and improvement of public or mass
transportation systems.

GIS: Geographic Information System

Computerized data management system designed to capture, store, retrieve, analyze, and display
geographically referenced information.

KATS: Kalamazoo Area Transportation Study

The Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Kalamazoo Urbanized Area County.

MTP: Metropolitan Transportation Plan

A document resulting from regional or statewide collaboration and consensus on a region or state's
transportation system, and serving as the defining vision for the region's or state's transportation
systems and services. In metropolitan areas, the plan indicates all of the transportation improvements
scheduled for funding over the next 20 years.

Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21)

On July 6, 2012, President Obama signed into law P.L. 112-141, the Moving Ahead for Progress in the
21st Century Act (MAP-21). Funding surface transportation programs at over $105 billion for fiscal years
(FY) 2013 and 2014, MAP-21 is the first long-term highway authorization enacted since 2005. MAP-21
represents a milestone for the U.S. economy – it provides needed funds and, more importantly, it
transforms the policy and programmatic framework for investments to guide the growth and
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development of the country’s vital transportation infrastructure. MAP-21 creates a streamlined,
performance-based, and multimodal program to address the many challenges facing the U.S.
transportation system. MAP-21 builds on and refines many of the highway, transit, bike, and pedestrian
programs and policies established in 1991.

MPA: Metropolitan Planning Area

The geographic area in which the metropolitan transportation planning process required by 23 U.S.C.
134 and section 8 of the Federal Transit Act (49 U.S.C. app. 1607) must be carried out. (23CFR420)

MPO: Metropolitan Planning Organization

1) Regional policy body, required in urbanized areas with populations over 50,000, and designated by
local officials and the governor of the state. Responsible in cooperation with the state and other
transportation providers for carrying out the metropolitan transportation planning requirements of
federal highway and transit legislation. 2) Formed in cooperation with the state, develops transportation
plans and programs for the metropolitan area. For each urbanized area, a Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) must be designated by agreement between the Governor and local units of
government representing

Public Participation

The active and meaningful involvement of the public in the development of transportation plans and
programs.

TIP: Transportation Improvement Program

A document prepared by a metropolitan planning organization that lists projects to be funded with
FHWA/FTA funds for the next one- to three-year period.

UPWP: Unified Planning Work Program

The management plan for the (metropolitan) planning program. Its purpose is to coordinate the
planning activities of all participants in the planning process.
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Appendix C: MAP-21 Participation Plan Regulations
23 CFR Part 450.316 Interested parties, participation, and consultation.
(a) The MPO shall develop and use a documented participation plan that defines a process for providing
citizens, affected public agencies, representatives of public transportation employees, freight shippers,
providers of freight transportation services, private providers of transportation, representatives of users
of public transportation, representatives of users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation
facilities, representatives of the disabled, agencies or entities responsible for safety/security operations,
providers of non-emergency transportation services receiving financial assistance from a source other
than title 49, U.S.C, Chapter 53, and other interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be
involved in the metropolitan transportation planning process.
(1) The participation plan shall be developed by the MPO in consultation with all interested
parties and shall, at a minimum, describe explicit procedures, strategies, and desired outcomes for:
(i) Providing adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for public review and
comment at key decision points, including but not limited to a reasonable opportunity to comment on
the proposed metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP;
(ii) Providing timely notice and reasonable access to information about transportation issues and
processes;
(iii) Employing visualization techniques to describe metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs;
(iv) Making public information (technical information and meeting notices) available in electronically
accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web;
(v) Holding any public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times;
(vi) Demonstrating explicit consideration and response to public input received during the development
of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP;
(vii) Seeking out and considering the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing transportation
systems, such as low-income and minority households, who may face challenges accessing employment
and other services;
(viii) Providing an additional opportunity for public comment, if the final metropolitan transportation
plan or TIP differs significantly from the version that was initially made available for public comment;
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(ix) Coordinating with the statewide transportation planning public involvement and
consultation processes under subpart B of this part; and
(x) Periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the procedures and strategies contained in the
participation plan to ensure a full and open participation process.
(2) When significant written and oral comments are received on the draft metropolitan transportation
plan and TIP (including the financial plans) as a result of the participation process in this section or the
interagency consultation process required under the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)
transportation conformity regulations (40 CFR part 93), a summary, analysis, and report on the
disposition of comments shall be made as part of the final metropolitan transportation plan and TIP.
(3) A minimum public comment period of 45 calendar days shall be provided before the initial or revised
participation plan is adopted by the MPO. Copies of the approved participation plan shall be provided to
the FHWA (Federal Highway Administration) and the FTA (Federal Transit Administration) for
informational purposes and shall be posted on the World Wide Web, to the maximum extent
practicable.
(b) In developing metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs, the MPO shall consult, as appropriate,
with agencies and officials responsible for other planning activities within the MPA that are affected by
transportation. To coordinate the planning functions to the maximum extent practicable, such
consultation shall compare metropolitan transportation plans and TIPs, as they are developed, with the
plans, maps, inventories, and planning documents developed by other agencies. This consultation shall
include, as appropriate, contacts with State, local, Indian Tribal, and private agencies responsible for
planned growth, economic development, environmental protection, airport operations, freight
movements, land use management, natural resources, conservation, and historic preservation. In
addition, transportation plans and TIPs shall be developed with due consideration of other related
planning activities within the metropolitan area, and the process shall provide for the design and
delivery of transportation services within the area that are provided by:
(1) Recipients of assistance under title 49, U.S.C., Chapter 53;
(2) Governmental agencies and nonprofit organizations (including representatives of the agencies and
organizations) that receive Federal assistance from a source other than the U.S. Department of
Transportation to provide non-emergency transportation services; and
(3) Recipients of assistance under 23 U.S.C. 204.
(c) When the MPA includes Indian Tribal lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the Indian Tribal
government(s) in the development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP.
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(d) When the MPA includes Federal public lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the Federal land
management agencies in the development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP.
(e) The MPOs are encouraged to develop a documented process(es) that outlines roles, responsibilities,
and key decision points for consulting with other governments and agencies, as defined in paragraphs
(b), (c), and (d) of this section, which may be included in the agreement(s) developed under § 450.314.
FAST Act
The FAST Act continues the MAP-21 approach to formula program funding, authorizing a lump sum total
instead of individual authorizations for each program. Once each State’s combined total apportionment
is calculated, funding is set aside for the State’s Metropolitan Planning program from: the State’s base
apportionment [23 U.S.C. 104(b) (6)]; and the State’s apportionment for the National Highway Freight
Program [23 U.S.C. 104(b) (5) (D)]. Except as specified above or below, the FAST Act continues all of the
metropolitan planning requirements that were in effect under MAP-21.
The FAST Act continues to encourage MPOs to consult with officials responsible for other types of
planning activities. It adds to the list of such activities tourism and the reduction of risk of natural
disasters. [23 U.S.C. 134(g) (3) (A)]
The FAST Act expands the scope of consideration of the metropolitan planning process to include—
improving transportation system resiliency and reliability; reducing (or mitigating) the storm water
impacts of surface transportation; and enhancing travel and tourism. [23 U.S.C. 134(h) (1)(I) & (J)]
The FAST Act continues to require a metropolitan transportation plan to include strategies to meet
current and projected transportation infrastructure needs. [23 U.S.C. 134(i) (2) (G)]
The FAST Act expands the focus on the resiliency of the transportation system as well as activities to
reduce storm water runoff from transportation infrastructure. In addition, it newly requires strategies
to reduce the vulnerability of existing transportation infrastructure to natural disasters. [23 U.S.C. 134(d)
(3) & (i) (2)(G)]
The FAST Act continues to require a metropolitan transportation plan to include transportation and
transit enhancement activities. When proposing these activities, the plan must now include—
•
•

consideration of the role that intercity buses may play in reducing congestion, pollution, and
energy consumption in a cost-effective manner; and
strategies and investments that preserve and enhance intercity bus systems (including those
that are privately owned and operated. [23 U.S.C. 134(i)(2)(H)]

The FAST Act explicitly adds public ports and certain private providers of transportation, including
intercity bus operators and employer-based commuting programs to the list of interested parties that an
MPO must provide with reasonable opportunity to comment on the transportation plan. [23 U.S.C.
134(i)(6)(A)]
While retaining the requirement for a congestion management process for MPOs that serve a TMA, the
law also allows an MPO that serves a TMA to develop a congestion management plan (distinct from the
congestion management process) that will be considered in the MPO’s transportation improvement
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program. Any such plan must include regional goals for reducing peak hour vehicle miles traveled and
improving transportation connections must identify existing services and programs that support access
to jobs in the region, and must identify proposed projects and programs to reduce congestion and
increase job access opportunities. The FAST Act specifies certain consultation requirements MPOs must
use in developing the plan. [23 U.S.C. 134(k)(3)]
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Appendix D: Comments received on Participation Plan
Add a new column in outreach strategies for non-traditional outreach methods.
Discuss how appropriate public comments are going to be incorporated into planning documents.
Provide more detail on “Environmental Justice Strategies” along with examples on how KATS will build
relationships and trust across diverse populations.
Consider adding an appendix with a list of environmental consultation groups and traditional
underserved groups.
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Appendix E: Michigan Freight Associations and Stakeholders
Michigan Freight Associations that KATS will contact regarding relevant projects and/or plans
Detroit Intermodal Association and Ocean Freight Association
Michigan Center for Truck Safety
Michigan Railroads Association (MRA)
Michigan Trucking Association (MTA)
Freight Companies and railroads in the KATS planning area that KATS will contact regarding relevant projects
and/or plans
All Seasons Express
A2 Global Shipping
B&B Trucking Inc.
Chrome Carriers Trucking, LLC
FedEx Freight
The Grand Elk Railroad
HRJ Inc.
Hot- Line Freight System Inc.
Hogan Truck Leasing and Rental
J & L Motor Express Inc.
LDS Inc.
Lewis C Howard Inc.
Lindsey Dedicated Services
National Storage Company
Old Dominion Freight Line
Pak Mail
PITT OHIO
Pro-Med Delivery Services Inc.
Ryder
Two Men and a Truck
UPS Distribution Center

Watco Companies
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